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THE GARDEN CLUB

President
• •r*
••
rerns

A Talk On

The Garden Club held its annual
meeting Tuesday afternoon at the
home of Mrs. Henry B. Bird, these
offlcers being elected: President,
Miss Helen D. Perry; vice president.
Mrs. Gladys Morgan; secretary, Mrs.
Pauline MacWilliams (re-election);
treasurer. Mrs. Thelma Snow; pro
gram chairman, Miss Edith Bicknell,
executive board Mrs. Martha Wood
Mrs. Carl H Sonntag Mrs. Annabelle
Berry, Mrs. Leola Wiggin and Mrs.
TO YOUNG AND OLD
Maude Smith. The retiring president
Beauties—Priced from
“Things are moving fast up here
now," writes J. N. Southard from Mrs. Nina Beverage, has served the
2 for 5c, up to $1.00
Scarsdale, N. Y. "Everybody thinks club since its organization two years
CARINI’S
he is going to have free money."
ago, with marked efficiency, and in
her brief remarks expressed the pleas
ure and happiness she had as presi
dent. and appreciation of the co-op
eration given her by the members.
The secretary, Mrs. MacWilliams.
stated that the club has a member
ship of 157. with Mrs. Beverage. Mrs.
Smith. Mrs. Alice Kittredge and Mrs.
MacWilliams having either perfect
attendance or missing but one meet
ing. The year has had several speak
ers of note, among them Mrs. Marian
Puller of the State Library. Mrs.
Esther Bird. Walter O. Frost of the
State Forestry Department. John H.
Stahlford of the Mt. Desert Nurseries,
and others. Tiie leport of the treas
By ADELYN BUSHNELL
•
urer, Mrs. Lorita Bicknell, showed
that the club is closing its second
with
year in better financial condition than
lari year, a heartening feature in
. these times of stress.
The decision whether the Rockland
club will enter the roadside beautifi* cation contest will be left to the in
Tickets checked at Chisholm s Rockland; and
coming committees. A trim filing
case designed for the garden devotee
Camden Drug Co., Camden, Friday
5o<u
was displayed, such a case to be pre' sented to each purchaser of Vigoro.
Mrs. Harry Thompson of Augusta
49-50
as guest speaker talked on “Ferns."
a subject to which she has devoted
considerable time and study so that
PIONEER PAVILION, EAST UNION, ME.
rhe now stands as an expert. Her talk
was presented in an informal manner.
and in the open forum at the close
MUSIC BY ROBBINS’ ORCHESTRA
valuable information was gained in
ADMISSION: MEN. 35r: LADIES. 15c
the questions and answers. Mrs.
8.30 Standard Time
Come and Have a Good Time—Novelties. Confetti and Noise Makers
Thompson displayed pictures of the
different types of ferns and explained
Show to differentiate between the
various kinds of common ferns, so
confusing to the average person
There were guests from the garden
clubs of Camden and Thomaston.
Mrs. Thompson was entertained at
luncheon at the Copper Kettle by Mrs.
Beverage She was accompanied by
Mrs. John Thompson of Rockport,
ar.d other guests were Miss Edith
Bicknell and Mrs. Morgan

MAYBASKET

OPERA HOUSE, CAMDEN
MONDAY, MAY 1

“Codfish
Aristocracy”

•z.-.

ADELYN BUSHNELL
MARSHALL BRADFORD

OPENING MAY BALL
Saturday Evening, April 29

RESUMPTION OF SERVICE
Regular Scheduled Service By Our
Planes Will Be Resumed To North
Haven, Vinalhaven and Stonington

MONDAY, MAY 1
Our Planes Are Already in the Water and Available

For Charter To All Points
Phone Rockland, 547

MAINE AIR TRANSPORT CO.
TILLSON AVE.

“OLIVER TWIST"

ROCKLAND

TEL. 547
49-51

Production

FOUR PUBLIC BEQUESTS

report of the work of the British
Drams, League has just been present
ed to the Board of Education. When
the
wus founded by Geoffrey
Whltworth
19f9 ^ny vUla<e p^.
ple
England knew so little abou’
that the meaning of the word
)la(j
explained to them. Today
.hrr„ ,r„ nn
,h„
Lnere are on tne COOKS OI tne league
thc
of 10 000
£Ocieties.
numbers of these
village societies present plays written
by their own members, and this year
three such plays have been recom
mended for publication.
The same kind of spontaneous activtty is to be observed in the realm of
the cinema. There are said to be sev
eral hundred amateur film societies
in Great Britain, many of them, like
those of Cambridge. Preston and
Glasgow, manufacturing moving pic
tures of considerable cinematic and
technical merit. There are undoubt
edly in the British people signs of an
outburst of wholesome artistic activity.

FIRE RAGING IN THE HOLD

steamship Kentuckian, Capt. Ross far or how deep, since cargo still in
WUson of Thomaston, arrived at tervened between the actual blaze and
the willing fire-fighters
Christobal. Panama, with a bad fire
The fire was discovered about 1
in her hold. Through the courtesy p. m. and a radio was sent to the
of Orrington Cross of Camden, who Panama Agencies, agents for the ship,
with his wife was a passenger on the notifying them to have all in readiKentuckian, The Courier-Gazette has ness to fight the fire the moment the
been provided with a copy of the ship came alongside. It was thought
Panama Star and Herald, in which that the blaze was confined to num
the following account of the near ber two hatch, but as many rows of
disaster appeared
automobiles were stored on the upper
• • • ’
! decks in the holds it was impossible
THE METHODIST CONFERENCE
' Cristobal. April 7.—With hold num- j {0 estimate y,e extent of the blaze,
ber two a smoking though muffled
At 5.30 p. m. the ship came along
Dr Clarence True Wilson, secre
furnace of burning cargo the S. S. side the pier and an entire shift of
tary of the Methodist board of temKen'uckian of the American Hawaii firemen boarded her under the com
■ perance, prohibition and public morLine, reached port this afternoon cn mand of Capt. W. E. Minnix. In
i
, als, will be a guest speaker at the
route from New York to San Francis spector Charles E. Campbell coming
I
Maine Conference of the Methodist
co and was berthed alongside dock over from Balboa to oversee the battle
' Episcopal Church in Bangor. May
six. thc Panama Canal tugs Tavemuia witn the fames. Sixty-six bags of
■ 3-10. The host church will be the
nnd Cocon hastily throwing lines of I U. S. maii were carefully swung over
First Methodist Church. There will
Gushing Young Thing—“It was hose aboard from the sea side of the
j the tide before anything else was
be other prominent speakers, among wonderful of you to drop ten thou- vessel.whiletheCristobalfircdeparttouched.
them Bishop Charles Wesley Bums of' sand feet in a parachute. Do tell ment had two lines ready to drop into
At 8 o'clock the forward part of tiie
i the New England Methodist Area, and me your sensation.'
the hatch the moment thc vessel ship was a steaming and smoking
Bishop William McDowell, retired, of
Bored Aviator—"Oh—er—it was came alongside.
<auldron. firemen descending ‘nto the
thc Washington Aiea.
just a kind of sinking feeling."—Bos
But bursting of the water main on
hold "With gas masks and fighting
ton Transcript.
the dock added further complications doggedly to fasten the hooks onto
and delayed the work of tlie firemen. dozens of Chryslers and Chandlers
By 10 o'clock the bilge pumps were that must be swung over the ship's
working overtime to take care of wa side before the hatches cou'd be raised
SHARPENED AND REPAIRED
ter coming over the starboard side to really reach the fire that was rag
R. B. MAGUNE
from the hose attached to both tugs ing in the general cargo below.
10(1 MAVERICK ST.
TEL. 315
49*51
and the fire department pumper on
Coolly they went about their task
the port side of the smoking ship. A
of descending into the stifling oven
pronounced list to the starboard had of stinging smoke. It was impossible
J developed, due both lo the tremendous lor those who were about merely as
Legion Hall, Rockland
ingress of water and rapid movement spectators to stand near the opening
ALL WRESTLING
, of cargo.
M1AIN BOUT
—AT—
yet the firelighters donned their
Also the fire was found to have
VITO MANNONE and
masks and climbed below with perfect
spread to number three hold, though
"DUMP’ MONAGHAN
sangfroid.
50-lt
it was impossible to determine how [
Anybody wishing nice Black
Six cars were taken off which were
Loam at Very Reasonable Prices
directly over the burning hatches
may secure same by applying at
None of them appeared greatly dam
ROCKLAND
aged either by water or smoke. No
COUNTRY CLUB
flames had reached them. And still
ROCKLAND
MAVERICK ST.,
the firemen and stevedores fought on
50-51
in the heat and smoke, not knowing
what they might find when the real
Have moved from 65 Limerock Street, to the
blaze ls uncovered.
It appeared an all-night task and
one that will require all the persist
ent valor for which thc Cristobal fire
fighters are noted.
Next to Kent’s
The odor of smoke and burning
Specialize on Chimes and French
50’it
wood is attracting many from town
Clocks
to leave their Saturday evening cele
All Work Guaranteed
brations to watch the fight going on
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
Jeweler
bciow decks on tl.e great ship.
Now Located at
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
"What is your opinion of the
404 Main Street
Ro?kland
49-tf
An excellent opportunity for a man who has a good acquaint
tariff?"
ance and business experience in Knox County; a man between 30
“It's a great question," replied
and 45 years of age, with initiative, judgment and salesmanship
Senator Sorghum, "on which I do
DON’T SUFFER FROM
ability. This opening Ls with an old New England financial insti
CONSTIPATION
tution with scores of satisfied clients in this vicinity. In replying,
not permit myself personal views.
Use “Nu-vi-ta" Herb & Iron Tonie
state age and business experience.
My
public opinions are regulated
to regulate the bowels and correct
largely by the lines of business in
constipation like hundreds of others
Write C. M. L„ Courier-Gazette Office
are doing. Large bottle $1.25 at your
which my most influential constitu
Rockland, Maine
Druggist's, or mailed C.O.D. by Freed
ents happen to be engaged.’’—Wash
man Medicine Co., Stonington, Maine.
47-48&50
ington Evening Star.
50Th89
|

LAWN MOWERS

SMOKER

Tonight, April 27

he paid on 1933 taxes, if paid in advance,

at the rate of five per cent from date of
payment to August I, 1933.

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

RUBENSTEIN BLOCK, ON MAIN STREET

A Permanent Position

T. E. McINNIS,

Tax Collector

41-51

TEACHER WAGES AGAIN CUT

Capt Ross Wilson’s Ship Threatened With Destruction
School Committee Reluctant But Step Necessary—School
After Docking At Christobal, Panama
Year Will Probably Be Shortened
'
• •••»•

DOLLIVER & SIMMONS

By order of the City Council, interest will

SOUTHERN ISLAND LIGHT

♦•“•-•••-•-•“•-•-•-•-I
(From Christian Science Monitor)
Gallant attempts, particularly on
Receipt is acknowledged of your
The Miller Sporting Enterprises of I Dempsey presented a fine appear
The production of "Oliver Twist" at
one of London’s largest theatres is Bangor scored a notable triumph ance in the ring and that his word the part of Elmer E. Allen, do net letter of April 13, 1933, inquiring
an Indication of the enduring popu Tuesday night when it staged the per was law was evidenced by the fact appear to have been successful in whether the Tenant’s Harbor Light
larity of Charles Dickens and ' a sonal appearance of Jack Dempsey at that he never personally "broke" the preserving that much respected in Station. Maine, is to be discontinued,
combatants. “Step back, please," he
and if so, what service will be pro
tribute to the virility of his work.
’he Bangor Auditorium, an event would say. and if this did not suffice stitution the Tenant's Harbor light vided in lieu thereof.
Dickens' personal flair for the theatre
In reply you are respectfully ad
undoubtedly inspired dramatic quali which brought box office receipts to he would simply tap the offending station.
ties in his works, and if “Oliver Twist" the amount of $2800 if the sports boxer with the flat of his hand.
The Department of Commerce vised that the light and fog bell at
Jocose remarks were levelled at him makes it plain that a lighted bell this station are to be discontinued
as a play has crudities which strike editor of The Courier Gazette was
harshly on the appreciation of pres correctly informed by one of the offi from the crowd. One fan brought a 1 buoy is to be substituted for it as an and a lighted bell buoy of the larg
est type will be established nearby
ent-day play-goers, it is partly be cials. Knox County must have con smile to the ex-champ’s features when
economy measure.
off the east point of Southern Island.
cause Dickens had a purpose in pic tributed between 50 and 100 fans, and he advised him not to give “the long
Among the summer colonists in
The change has been made neces
turing Oliver, Bill Sykes, Fagin and to illustrate the tremendous interest count.”
Among those who pressed forward J terested in the matter of discontinu sary in view of economies and cur
the Artful Dodger in the way he did. in the event it may be added that
Charles Dickens has left a greater there was a large delegation from to shake hands with Dempsey was ance of the lighthouse, is Major tailment of operations imposed upon
Jimmy Doherty of Rockland good Talbot Aldrich of Boston, who each the Service by impending reduc
mark on the literature of the stage far-off Calais.
Contrary to the opinion which old Jimmy, himself some local ring season occupies here his home. The tions in appropriations applicable
than is generally supposed. A gen
eration of playgoers has witnessed seems to have been entertained by hero in his day.
Crags, and moors his yacht Bethulii to all Federal activities whereby
The card showed five good bouts, in the haibor waters. His letter to this Service is faced with the neces
in Sir John Martin Harvey's presenta some careless readers, Dempsey and
tion of “The Only Way" one of the Schmeling did not face each other in though local pride compels the writer Congressman Moran, dealing with sity for the most stringent economy.
greatest theatrical productions of the the ring. Schmeling. the good na- to claim, that they had nothing on the subject, was promptly referred The annual saving in making this
time. It is based, on “A Tale of Two tuicd German, an ex-world’s cham average exhibitions seen in Rockland. to the Bureau of Lighthouses, and he change is about $1680. an item of
During the day Dempsey addressed received from the commissioner. O. considerable importance and really
Cities.” "A Christmas Carol," "David pion, boxed with two of his sparring
Copperfield," and “Oliver Twist” all partners, all three of the pugilists University of Maine students at tthe R. Putnam this official reply, which necessary for reasons above stated.
have found their way into the reper being well protected’ by special head- Alumni Chapel and freely answered unfortunately, seems to dispose of
It is believed that navigation will
toire of'the theatre, and scenes from gear. No lan needed to be told that I question®.
be amply protected by the new aids.
the matter:
Dickens still delight audiences in Schmeling would not take any fool ' "What was your hardest fight,
many parts of Great Britain, where i chances on the eve of his approaching ( Jack?" was the first question directed
to the former champion
amateur societies and professional j battle with Max Baer.
Even
in
the
light
exhibition
of
three
“Well," answered Dempsey, “I had
entertainers produce excerpts from
j rounds he showed remarkable clever- j a great many tough battles, but I
the works of the famous writer.
Contained In Will Of Mrs. Frohock, Who Also Remembers
Dickens has had an influence on ness with his fistic equipment, and think about the toughest one was my
Housekeeper and Ten Clerks
education as well as in drama and had all the eai marks of an exceed- scrap with Firpo."
"What do you think of Gene
sociology. Conceivably some schools ingly dangerous contender in the ring
today could even learn1 from the Before quitting the arena he made a Tunney?”
Four local institutions are bene Store, is the bequest of $1000 which
Tunney.—why he was not a dead
methods of Mr. Wackford Squeers, in brief but naive speech, in which he
ficiaries
under thc will of the late she made to "those long associated
laughingly
passed
the
buck
to
Jack
ly puncher, but a wonderful boxer.”
"Nicholas Nickleby." the headmaster
Emma P Frohock, which was filed with me as loyal clerks while I was
Dempsey
who
refereed
this
bout.
'
How
about
Jack
Sharkey?"
of "Dotheboys Hall." Mr. Squeer’s
Maher, Bangor
Bangor’ss wen
well Known
known
unfortunate predilection for brim- ‘ Danny Maner.
"Truthfully," Dempsey remarked- for probate this week. The sum of in business,” this sum to be divided
stone and treacle as a diet for boys iscameta artist was the fifth man in
"it looks like Sharkey is getting old $500 each is bequeathed to the Home among them or their survivors
For Aged Women, Universalist i “share and share alike.”
of course, against him- but one ough- | lhe ring for a fCW momente whilc he alld «• on
downward path."
not
forget
hla habit
Uach. ' capped a picture of the two exDempsey received a tremendous Church. Rockland Public Library j The ten clerks, who share in this
bequest are: Annie McLaughlin,
i champions, Promoter Charley Miller ' ovation when he informed his audt- and Knox Hospital.
ing children what a window was by
While the bulk of thc property Oschea Sidensparker, Frances Ryder,
and another official.
ence that he was perfectly satisfied
making them go and clean one fore
Dempsey also refereed the main with that famous long count in his goes to the heirs, Mrs. Frohock | Beatrix R. Campbell. Mary Ludwig
shadows the most modern aspects of
j bout which was an 8-episode affair bout with Gene Tunney and that he showed appreciation of her house ' Skay, Edna Hewett. Ada Perry, Ella
educational theory.
I between Connie Holmes the clever -was glad that thc decision went thc keeper of many years—Miss Carrie , Burpee, Elizabeth Parmelee and
The latest sphere into which the
I colored boy from Bangor, and Leslie way it did.
Shirreffs—by bequeathing her $5000 i Caro Colson.
policy of learning a thing by doing it,
"The better man won,” he declared
King an equally clever white boy from
The will was drawn Sept. 14. 1932.
Reminiscent of the days when
rather than by reading about lt. or
| emphatically.
the same city.
and
names William D. Talbot as sole
Mrs.
Frohock
was
one
of
the
pro

watching it. or being told, has been i
prietors of the Hewett Dry Goods I executor.
introduced, is that of drama itself. A

Reasonable Prices

To the Taxpayers of the City of Rockland

Volume 88.................... Number 50

Dempsey and Schmeling Draw Big Crowd At Bangor, Department Sounds Its Doom—Largest Type Illuminated
Where Former Referees and Latter Boxes
•
Bell Buoy To Serve As Substitute

ens Reflected In the Stage

Nice Black Loam

Notice

THREE CENTS A COPY

EX-CHAMPS THRILL FANS

Will Be Given Another Opportunity
Elects Miss Helen Perry As Popularity of Charles Dick
To Pass Bill To Help Lobstermen

Senator White and Representative
Moran have re-introduced a bill which
would prevent the importation of
short lobsters from Canada. This bill
has been introduced several times but
has always failed of passage, though
last year it was given a favorable re
port from the Senate Committee on
♦
When once ambition has passed »
— Its natural limits, its progress ls ♦ { Commerce.
boundless—Seneca
The Maine members are not entire| ly satisfied with the form of the bill
j but introduced it in order to get it
I before Congress. They expect that
HANG A
hearings on it. and discussion with
I interested parties will result in dei sirable revision.

s

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, April 27, 1933

A meeting of the school committee in the salaries of the grade teachers
(including junior high).
was called by Mayor Richardson last
It may also be necessary to short
night for the purpose of fixing the en the school year, beginning high
salary schedule of teachers for next school one week later than usual,
and the grade schools three weeks
year.
later.
Due to the material reduction in
The committee has taken this
action
reluctantly, and with regret,
the school budget it was found
but in view of the situation placed
necessary to make a further cut of
before the members by Mayor Rich15 per cent in the salaries of high J ardson there seems to be no other
school teachers, and 12‘A per cent I recourse.

BATH “SONS” VISIT ROCKLAND
Anderson Camp. Sons of Union YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Veterans, played host last night to
If I had to live my life again I would
a notable gathering which included have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some mualc at leant onca
Division Commander L. C. Holston ol a week. Tlie loas of these tastes la a
—Charles Darwin
Westbrook, and Past Division Com loss of happiness.
AULD ROBIN GRAY
manders William E. Southard ot When the sheep are In the fauld. and
the kye at hame
Bangor, William Cressey of West
And a’ the world to rest are gane.
brook and Frank E Small of Cooper’s The waes o‘ my heart fa’ In shower* frae
my e’e.
Mills
While my gudeman Ilea sound by me
The occasion was a visit from T.
Young Jamie lo'ed me weel. and sought
W. Hyde Camp of Bath, which was
me for his bride;
a croun he had naethlng else
represented by 35 of its members in But aavlng
beside
cluding the degree staff, which put To make the croun a pund. young
Jamie gaed to aea;
two candidates—William Lufkin and And the
croun and the pund were balth
for me.
Charles Gould— through the paces.
The satisfaction given by the Bath He hadna been awa' a week but only
team found expression in the ap When twa.
my father brak hla arm. and the
cow waa stown awa.
plause and the bouquets which were
My mother she fell sick, and my Jamie
tossed in its direction during the post
at the sea—
prandial exercises, at which Past And auld Robin Oray came a-courtln'
me.
Commander Clarence Warner of the
My
father
couldna work, and my mother
Bath Camp proved a most capable
couldna spin:
I toll'd day and night, but their bread
toastmaster.
I couldna win;
A nice supper awaited the visitors Auld Rob maintain'd them balth. and
wl’ tears in his e’e
and about thc whole affair was an
Said. Jennie, for their sakes, o marry
air of sociability which even more
me!
firmly cemented thc friendship be My heart It aald nay; I look’d for Jamie
back;
tween the neighboring cities.
But the wind It blew high, and the ship
Thc offlcers of T. W. Hyde Camp
lt waa a wrack ;
It waa a wrack—why dldna
are George Melzart, commander; Hla ship
Jamie dee?
John J. Marks, senior vice; Merle Or why do I live to cry. War's me?
Niles, junior vice; Henry Wilson, My father urglt «alr: my mother dldna
apeak;
patriotic instructor; Vernon M.
But she look'd In my face till my heart
Miller, treasurer; Clarence Warner,
waa like to break
gi ed him my hand, but my heart
secretary; Past Commander Gardner They was
at the sea;
Crocker, chaplain; Linwood Miller, Sae auld Robin Oray he waa gudeman
to me.
guide.
The degree staff was officered I hadna been a wife a week but only
four.
thus: Clarence Warner, captain; | When mournfu’ as I sat on thc atanc at
door.
Maurice Warner, commander; Past I saw the
my Jamie’s wraith, for I couldna
think lt he
Commander Roland Crocker, senior
Till he said. I'm come hame to marry
vice; Commander Melzart. Junior
thee.
vice; John J Marks, patriotic in O aair. aalr did wc greet, and mucklc did
structor; Henry Wilson, chaplain;
we aay;
but ae kiss, and I bade hfm
Past Commander Gardner Crocker, Wc took
gang away;
flagman; Harry Sprague, color- I wish that I were dead, but I'm no like
to i
bearer; Everett Crocker and Harry And why was I born to aay. Wae's me!
Barrett, guards; Past Commander I gang like a ghalat. and I carena to
Vernon W Miller. Past Commander
spin;
think on JanUe. for that wad
G. Niles, Merle Niles. Linwood Miller, I daurna
be a sin:
Everett Crocker and Harry Barrett, But I'll do my beat a gude wife aye to
be.
gun squad. The pianist was Past For auld Robin Oray he la kind unto
me.
Commander Edward Garcelon.
—Lady Anne Lindsay.

OLD SCHOOL DAYS

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

The steps of a good man are ordered by the Lord—Psalms 37:23.

It remained for the Lewiston
Journal to discover a “joker'’ in the
Sunday sports bill and one that
will bring something like dismay to
those who thought Sunday baseball
a foregone conclusion elsewhere
than at Togus. The law which
would give this privilege seemed
plain and simple enough but a
careful reading shows a section
which says that the law shall not
be effective in any city until the
municipal officers have voted to
permit these contests, nor in any
town until the voters havc adopted
ar. article permitting them. This
action may be at a regular or special
town meeting. Once adopted, how
ever, it will remain effective until
repealed in the same manner as
accepted. But that isn't the end of
the restrictions. The act forbids
the municipal officers from going
ahead of their own volition and ac
cepting the law, making it applica
ble to their own city. Before they
can do that they must receive a
petition signed by 100 registered
voters of the city and must then
hold public hearings to secure the
wishes of the inhabitants of the
city. In towns the only provision
is that upon receipt ol a petition
signed by 25 registered voters the
selectmen or other municipal offi
cers shall insert an article in the
warrant for the "annual" town
meeting.

So there is to be a referendum on
the Maine beer bill, after all. Rep
resentatives of dry organizations
voted in Waterville Tuesday to
circulate petitions—19 being in
favor of such action, and 14 appar
ently seeing the folly of that action.
It is a bold gamble on the part of
the Smith faction, for everybody
knows that a decisive vote in favor
of the bill would have a mo6t damaging effect upon the morale of
those wno hope to see Maine vote
later to keep the 18th Amendment
In the constitution. There are lots
of people who do not want to see
the beer shop gain a foothold in
Maine, and have no use for the
traffic, but they know that public
sentiment is strong for beer and
that its opponents are riding to a
fall in the referendum. Once
more we do not question their sin
cerity, Just as we sympathize with
their innermost aim—which is
doubtless the prevention of any
step leading to the restoration of
the saloon—but it does strike us
that the "central strategy board"
is moving its chessmen ill-advisedly.

EDUCATIONAL CLUB

Right

"C. J. M." COMES BACK

Address By G. W. Leadbet
ter, Health and Welfare
Department a Feature

Interestingly Called To Mind And Reinforces Argument
gy Daughter of the Late
He Recently Made In ReAlden Tyler
Portland, April 24. i
i
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Sometime ago in the “We Wanterknow” column someone asked when
the Oak Grove schoolhouse was
built. As I have seen no reply I will
say that I doubt if any one is now
living who knows. My father, the
late A. L. Tyler, moved with his
family to Rockland in the spring of
1853 and occupied a house directly
1 across the road from the Oak Grove
i school. It looked at that time just
as it does now. then one old oak
tree was on the grounds.
Later my father built a house on
..
.
_ . v ui
the opposite side of the street which !
for many years was the house near- j
est the school and has always been !
occupied by the family. My first1

gard To Beer
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
,
I have read with some interest the
letter from L. P Newbert, published
in your issue of the 11th Inst., having
reference to my letter written at’■
Glendale. N. V., concerning the beer
bill then pending in the Maine Legis- ]
lature. I note that he appears to be
some “het up" over it.
He seems to be unde- the impres
sion that I have "migrated" to New [
York and consequently need not con
cern myself about affairs in Maine.
I wish to state for his information
that I still am a resident ot. and a'
taxpayer in Knox County, and I feel

that 1 am Justified ln taking a personal
ln anything pertaining
t0 «« wflfare of
eitlzens of thu
school days were spent there until j grand old State.
It is not my desire to pose as a'
I went to high school, which was j
nor as a "crusader"
then situated on Grace street.
I “beerL evangelist"
,,
for the liquor interests, but I do feel
The schoolrooms on both the lower
that while alcoholic beverages are
, and upper floors were arranged dif
made and sold—and they will doubt- !
ferently from any other schoolroom
less continue to be for some years to'
I have seen. The old wooden bench
come—that some of the revenue
es were on either side. The floor was
from their manufacture and sale,
several inches higher on the sides should accrue to the State and Fed-'
: and the space in the center was used
eral governments, instead of the1
j for the classes. The teachers' desks
pockets of the btiotlegger as hereto- ]
were like large pulpits on a platform.
fore and thereby alleviate somewhat:
The girls sat on one side of the the burdens now resting on the shoul- ;
room and the boys on the other. I ders of the taxpayers as well as help- j
recall the names of some of the lng to balance the National budget.
teachers, Emmeline Larry, Aurelia
Now that the sale of beer ls legal
' Rhoades, Abby Rhoades. Miranda ized that part will take care of it-I
Wiggin. Caroline Jameson, who self. As to the relative merits of 3.2'
taught in the lower room, and In or 0.5 beer, if one drinks for the sake '
the upper room were the male teach of thq "kick," or for the purpose ot I
ers. a Mr. Ingraham. Joseph T. getting Intoxicated, he should confine
Young and the last one before I went himself to whiskey, as the results are
I to high school was Gershom Burgess. much quicker, and less filling.
Is there anyone now living who reProm my observations of some 35
; members these cld-time teachers?
years in New York city, I have gained
A few incidents still linger in my the impression that the regular beer
memory; one was when Miss Wig drinker uses it not for the "kick," but
gin was teaching in the summer. A because he finds it a wholesome,
thunderstorm came suddenly and thirst-satisfying beverage, particu
she dismissed the school and start larly on a hot day.
ed homeward with a group of the
Mr Newbert has a lot to say about!
children. When she got to Wash the desire for alcohol, and the lack
ington street lightning struck what of kick in 3 2 beer, and it seems to
was then the Nichols house. No one me that ln so doing he not only dewas hurt and but little damage was feats his own argument, but furnishes
done to the house. Another Inci a very good point against prohibition,
dent was a “scrap" between two of for If the present gin-drinking gen- I
the older girls who fought each eration finds the 3.2 beer has not
other with their jumping ropes. The enough “kick" to satisfy its appetites,
scholars formed a circle around and many of them never knew the
them and I watched them until they taste of pre-war beer, which their '
fathers found a wholesome and satis
passed Maverick street.
fying beverage, it only serves to show
S F. Bird.
what an appetite has been created
SONS OF MAINE CLUB j during the era of prohibition.
Prior to the enactment of the Voi
Had Nice Time Out In Som- stead law .there were some 12.000

erville — Knox County saloons

length, discussing the five divisions
maintained by the Bureau—Vital
Statistics, Diagnostic Laboratory,
Sanitary Engineering, Public Health
I Nursing and Child Hygiene and Den
tal Hygiene.
The first has a complete record of
births, marriages and deaths in the
State for more than 40 years; lt also
keeps divorce records.
About 25.000 examinations were
made in the diagnostic laboratory
last year.

It was Baptist night at the
Woman's Educational Club Friday
night with Rev. J. C. MacDonald,
Rev. Fred W. Barton, president of
the Christian Endeavor of the State
cf Maine: and George W. Leadbet
ter of the Public Health and Welfare
The sanitary engineering depart
department as speakers.
It is desired that all bills be with ment tests 10.000 water supplies a
the treasurer, Mrs. Zaida Winslow, year, and since November has tested'
before the close of the elub year, 1100 milk samples. Last year It in-'
.May 1. Mrs. Nettie Stewart, Mies spected and licensed 4600 recre
Helen York and Mrs. Evelyn Sher ational camps, eating and lodging'
man are nominating officers for the places.
The division of public health ‘
slate to be voted upon at the meet
nursing
and child hygiene has nurses
ing Maj' 5.
It was announced that Senator j working in various parts ol the State ‘
Albert C. McLoon will be a speaker; where there is no other public
also Miss Edith Gardner of the Olrls | health nursing service.
School at Hallowell.
j The division of dental hygiene asPresident Barton chose for his, s*sls dental clinics in reaching thc
To any man who values his com subject, "It Was a Noble Experi- 1 indigent in their communities and [
fort, correct fit in Underwear, is ment: Shall We Have a Grand se*ks
creat« interest In other com-,
a matter of major importance. Funeral?”
I munities.
And such men are likely to appre
As a result of "the ncble experi- I One
‘he activities of the Bureau
ciate the added >aUsfaetion of fine
ment"
the
percentage
of
deaths
from
i
°
‘
Social
Welfare is mothers' aid.
tailoring that is so ou'-tanding in
Gregory's Athletic I'nion Suits on aldohoiism shrunk from 5.2 to 2 9 IAbout 750 mothers and dependent
sale this week only.
The wiping out of 80 per cent of the children are now receiving such aid.
suffering amon$ families of com Approximately 2200 abused and wil- |
79c Suit
mon laborers is not only "noble" but fully neglected children are being
Two Suits for $1.50
cared for, 375 having been placed
human.
• • • •
in free homes .
More than 200 families are re- j
Undoubtedly a "grand funeral" Is
We are showing something new
ceiving aid provided for families ofI
on
the
way.
Thc
groans
for
beer
—
in Men's Ho e. The Ankle Sox in
“We want beer"—will result in many deceased or disabled World War vet
neat plaids and checks
' single funerals, tragic as it is. but erans. The sum of $160,000 a year is
25c Pair
these will but aid in bringing lo a distributed among hospitals to aid
fc;us the sentiment necessary to j bi the treatment of those unable to |
goad (Ml Americans who have hith- I b,'ar lhe expense of hospital bills |
Suede Jackets for Men and Women i erto been asleep, to march to the The Penobscot and Passamaquoddy I
polls, and again go on record against I Indians receive $59,000 a year. Eight ,
$5.50 to $10.00
liquor in any legalized form, and j hundred blind persons are receiving j
I
for Gad. for home, and for country a*d at an average cost of $14 a month
Meantime let us inform ourselves and provision is made for the edu- |
that we may instruct others. Check- cation of blind children,
up on both wets and drys. Remem- I State aid for Civil and Spanish
ROCKLAND. ME.
ber that not all our youth are ln War veterans and their widows and
the "cookie” stage. Remember that other dependents is extended to 500
not all public officials can be bribed persons.
CENTRAL MAINE OFFICERS
Institutions under thc jurisdiction
, —the man who is now Chief Justice
of the United States Supreme Court of the department have 4480 mem
All directors and principal officers
was approached by the liquor inter* bers. the Augusta State Hospital
of
Maine H
Power
were
01 the
l"e Central Mame
°Wer Co. *
K ests. and asked to fight the Volstead
with 1244. At the State Prison
re"*lected at meetings of stockholders
on constitutional grounds. They there are 286.
directors Tuesday.
:aid down a check for $150,000. That
------------------The directors re-named were: W A. great man who ought to have been
A party of tourists were enjoying
Buttrick of Boston, Harold C. Payson our President, that great jurist re- the wonders of the Orand Canyon
of Portland, Carroll N. Perkins of plled: "I would not champion this 1 A native passing by was asked by
cause before the courts for any sum '
Waterville, W B Skelton of Lewiston,
, the driver of the car:
I of money you could mention.'
and George O Spencer. G. S. Wil“I say, neighbor, can you tell us
The State's business interests cen-

■

WeekEnd
HELPFUL HINTS TO
VARY YOUR MEALS
LOW PRICES PREVAIL
HERE ON
QUALITY FOODSTUFFS

TOMATO KETCHUP, LB^S2
KELLOGG’S CORN FLAKES, 2
NEW
QUAKER MUFFETS,
LOW

—

---- — - -

ter very iargeiy on the Department i Wl,a‘ caused this terrible gorge?
Well, they say a Scotchman once
of Health and Welfare, at the head
of which is a former Rockland man. owned a ranch near here, and one
George W. Leatibetter. Mr. Lead- day he lost a golfball down a
j better addressed the meeting at, gopher hole."—Chicago Record.

.

e-ag~

Krispy Crackers
CRISP

SUNSHINE

i

Henderson
Sez-

229c

YELLOW CORN MEAL,
JOHNSON BEANS,
PEA BEANS,
SALT PORK,

7
25c
2 qt. 19c
3 QT 19c
IB. 7c

PLEEZ-ING SOUPS
Tomato
Vegetable

cans

NONE
BETTER

FRESH NATIVE EGGS,
KRAFT SALAD DRESSING,
DANDELION GREENS,

DOZ.
QUART
JAR

PK.

19c
25c
17c

THURS.-FRI.-SAT.

BONELESS SIRLOIN

---- '

Sleak

I0*’ each

Thc political plum tree, blossom
| paying $lo00 licenses. These —
—
were
Scoops Offices
ing out of season, is beginning to
replaced by some 32.000 "speak
bear a crop which looks powerful
easies” selling all kinds of liquor at
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
good to the Democrats who have so
exoibitar.t prices and paying no
The annual meeting of the Sons of
long yielded to "hope deferred."
licenses to the State or Federal gov
Maine Club of Somerville, Mass., was
The latest beneficiary is Paul C.
ernments.
held on Wednesday at Odd Fel
Thurston of Bethel who has been
Now how, and why. were they
lows hall in the above named city.
appointed a member of the State
allowed to do business under prohibtThirty members sat down to a lob
Highway Commission, succeeding
l tion?
ster stew supper, as only a Maine
Willis E. Swift of Augusta, a Re
If one will consult the files of The
publican. This gives the Democrats man can prepare a lobster stew, and Saturday Evening Post and read the
the balance cf power in that im with the addition of crackers, OCiiOl
QliUW UV
Ail, I
serial ObVt
storyy C41LJIJTTU
entitled "Show
Down.'
|
portant department, and also makes pickles, doughnuts, chee* and coffee. by Charfe9
with
a
further
aid
to
the
digestion
that party an heir to the kicks
some time last year, he will get a
which indignant taxpayers ever of Courier-Gazette "segars.” When pretty clear idea on the subject.
l
the h(JU0r
stand ready td give it. Mr. Thurs this gastronomic feat was over, the
ton was a candidate for the guber members were in fine fettle to tackle , tQ help so]ve OUT economjc problems. |
natorial nomination last year and any matter, from Farm Relief, to re- but no< th4t thf brewer. wjU fon. I
their share, why should not
presumably had the support in lief from the excessive price of
Knox County of the faction now in 3.2 New Brew Beer to the working- the manufacturers and retailers Of
the saddle. The astute Mr. Brann 1 man, and the 8tate of Maine Lobstei bard ]jqUors do {j,e same?
{
C. J M
made him his campaign manager Law
The secretary reported about 100 ( Simonton. April 20
and has now gone the full distance
by giving him one of the State's active members. The treasurer re
ported all bills paid and a balance ,
best appointments.
of $82.50 in the treasury. Thc
It appears from the action of the auditing committee 0. k.'d the re- ’
Associated Press that its member ports. In these parlous times when ■
newspapers are not to be permitted the Sons of Maine Club can show a I
to broadcast other than brief bulle balanced budget with a surplus of:
tins covering events of national or $82 50. as Brer. Amos would 1 email:
international importance. This is ' —"Ain't ’at sumpin’?" Officers were
going to be very disappointing to | elected, and good old Knox County {
many persons who have a radio al drew three places—flrst vice presi
most exclusively for the reception dent, treasurer, and one member ol
of news bulletins, but the great I the executive committee.
newsgathering organization would
This club now enters upon the 44th
seem to be quite within its rights in year of its existence and sincerely
not wishing readers to get the gist hopes to carry on for many years tc
of a story before the newspaper come.
Boze.
which is paying for the service is
able to realize on the information.
[But, my dear Boze, why didn't
But there's still another angle, for you tell us the names of those three
just as baseball broadcasts have officers? Being from Knox County
made fans oil? of men and women there should be no bushel-hiding of |
who never attended baseball before, I their light —Ed.]
just so the news broadcasts have
enlarged the interest in reading
NEEDS “HOSS-TRADERS"
Did ye knew that back in 1921
newspapers.
Editor of The C^dTr-Gazette:■ F‘cPle a» cf a sudd«n “** a
We hear a lot now about the com- ‘ion t!iat theV wouldn’t .so many of
The inexorable march of Econ
There wa'n't nothin
omy makes It only too evident that 1 ing international conferences, for the ’em die?
Knox County shores are soon to adjustment of debts, and fcr eco- j gradual 'bout it. From 1921 on,
the death rate has been lower than
lose another beacon which has 1 ncmlc relief measures
It ain't went down no
done laithful service for many years
If the United States expects to get cver
—the light station on Southern anywhere in these proposed "bargain- more since then. Stayed jist bout
Island, Tenant's Harbor. Long ing?:''—If it expects to emerge from ‘he ramc. Where 6 had been dyin
years it has burned, shedding its them without being completely there s only 5 now.
welcome rays in the path of ships i "skinned” by these wily foreign dele- ; Do ye think prohibition had anvthreading their tortuous course. gates—what this country really need: > 'bing to do with it, er did it jist
Uncle Sain consoles himself with ■ to represent it, is a delegation com- ! happen that people quit dyin so
the fact that the discontinuance of posed cf old time Yankee "hoss-trad- fast right away after the saloons
was closed? An' what do ye think
Caei
the station will save him $1600 a 1 ers.
would happen to the death rate if
year, and then undertakes to con
Matinicus, April 21.
we opened the saloons agin, like
sole the disappointed mariners with
the announcement that a lighted , "Shall we have a friendly game of they want to do by repealin' the
bell buoy will prove a satisfactory cards?” "No, let's play bridge."— 18th Amendment?
Copyright, 1933, by O. J. McClure
, Troy Times.
substitute. Mctobv so.

21c
pkgs 15c
PKG. 9c
b0TS

FRESH

Gregory’s

hams and Walter S. Wyman ot Augusta. Officers re-elected were: Presi
dent, Walter S. Wyman; vice president and general manager. G S Williams; and treasurer, H D Jennings

1 lc
10c
08c

Pork Roast,
Lamb Fores,
Chuck Roast,

-

25c

LB.

18c

Roast
A

MOTORS

GENERAL

VALUE

BONELESS

VEAL Roast
NEWLY CORNED
FANCY
MIDDLE
BRISKET
RIB

De/co Heat

is now sold & installed by
G. A. Lawrence Co., Inc.
492 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 260-W

15c

LB.

7c

FANCY LARGE FOWL - 21c

Fancy Roasting Chicken ,r 25c
STEAK
LB.

NATIVE VEAL
CHOPS

25c ” 20c

RUMP
ROAST
LB.

12c

FOR GLOWING HEALTH
FRESH NATIVE HADDOCK,
FRESH COD TONGUES,
FRESH NATIVE SMELTS,

HEAVY CREAM
It gives us pleasure
to announce that
Delco Heat, the
simplified oil burner, is now
played and sold by G. A. Lawrence
Co. Inc. The appointment of G. A.
Lawrence Co. Inc., is in keeping
with the policy of providing sales
and installation representation in
this city, as elsewhere, which re
flects Delco character and prestige.
We suggest that you stoo in and
inspect the new Delco Heat Oil
Burners now on display in the con
veniently located showroom. Here
you will find a new value in auto
matic oil heat. You will be interest
ed in the remarkable sinwlicity of

design . . . the sav
ings in fuel costs
now made possible
. . . the surprising, low cost for a
complete Delco Heat installation.
And the fact that Dele Heat is
hacked by the tremendous facilities
of Delco and General Motors Re
search Laboratories is your assur
ance of reliability and stability of
investment.
We join G. A. Lawrence Co. Inc.
in inviting you to see and inspect
Delco Heat at your earliest con
venience. Delco Appliance Cor
poration, Subsidiary of General
Motors Corporation, Rochester, N.
Y.

De/co Heaf
THE

SIMPLIFIED

OIL

BURNER

HALF PINT JAR
By Popular Request

lb. 05c
2 lbs. 19c
2 lbs. 23c

10c

FANCY CRABMEAT,
2 tins
PILLSBURY’S CAKE FLOUR,
pkg.
GOLDEN RIPE BANANAS,
5 lbs.
ST. JOHN ALEWIVES,
5 for
WATER GLASS,
qt. can
FANCY SUNKIST ORANGES,
doz.
SELOX—WASHING POWDER, lgc. pkg.
FORMOSA OOLONG TEA, two 1-2 lb bags
PHILA. CREAM CHEESE,
2 pkgs.

41c
19c
25c
25c
19c
29c
10c
29c
15c

EVAPORATED MILK
4

TALL
CANS

ARMOUR’S
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Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
April 27—Rockland District Scout
Rally ut R. H. S. gymnasium.
April 28 -Rubinstein Club linal meet
ing and guest night.
April 3b Daylight time begins.
May 1—Monthly meeting of City Gov
ernment.
May 1 — Caindcn — Adelyn Bushnell
players In "Codtlsh Aristocracy” at the
opera house,
Muy 1—Annual May ball of Veterans
of Foreign Wars al Rockland armory.
May 2 — Waldoboro — "Sketches In
Black and White," at Medomak Ath
letic hall.
May 3 (League baseball)—Thomaston
High at Rockland.
May 4—Public minstrel show at the
State Prison.
Muy 3—Lincoln Baptist Association
meets at Morrill.
May 5 |3 to 9 30)—Annual meeting of
Woman's Educational Club ln Orand
Army hull.
Muy 12—Arbor Day .
Muy 13 Annual meeting of Maine
State Hand Engine League ln Bath.
May 15-17 — Annual CongregatlonalChrlstlan Conference at Camden.
May 16—Annual roll call of Miriam
Rebekah Lodge.
May 18—Baptist Men's League ob
serves 25th anniversary.
May 20—Boy Scout Council Jamboree
ln Portland.
Muy 28—Opening to the public of
Montpelier ln Thomaston.
May 30—Memorial Day.
June 14—W. C. T U. County Conven
tion at Methodist Church in Union.
June 14-15—Orand Army and allied
bodies meet ln Bangor.
June 24—St. John’s Day
June 24- Outboard regatta at Jeffer
son.
June 25-30—Rotary International holds
Its world convention In Boston.

Claremont Commandery will dis
cuss a 35 cent lobster stew and other
matters at its meeting Monday
night.
Scottish Rite Masons will confer
the 15th, 16th and 17th degrees, and
exemplify the 18th tonight. Turkey
supper.

Lewistcn Journal: Daylight time
seems to be popular even in the small
towns, in Maine so far as action has
been taken.
Maverick street had a spectacular
grass fire Tuesday night, causing con
siderable a'.arm. Safety first! Bum
it yourself.

Page Three

SERVICES ATTRACT

IF YOU WANT

REAL BARGAINS
WALL PAPERS AND PAINTS
CALL AT THE

C. M. BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE
NORTHEND, ROCKLAND

A NEW TRAIN SCHEDULE

Too Many Flat Tires In the
Church Today, Evangelist
Grimes Tells Audience
Considerable
interest
centers
around the special evangelistic mis
sion which began Tuesday night in
the Littlefield Memorial Baptist
Church under the leadership of
Homer W. Grimes, ever, "elist, witn
Carl Fredrickson as thc leader of
song.

We Store Furs At Three Per Cent of Your Own
Valuation

The mission began with a congre
gation which filled the auditorium.
The adoption of the daylight sav the Rockland station will be: No. 53
After an inspiring song service
ing schedule will cause the usual at 9.30 a. m.; No. 57 at 1.48 p. m.; No
59
at
8.45
p.
nt.
The
Sunday
train
under the direction of Mr. Fredrick
W. A. Wheeler of the Maine Cen revision of the train schedule used by
Guaranteed Low Even Temperature
will arrive at 9.30 a. m.
son. the evangelist gave his opening
tral Raiload will speak on "‘Railroad the Maine Central Railroad:
Guaranteed Fireproof Building
The above figures are all based on address in w’hich he told his listen
and Bus Transportation and the
Westbound passenger trains will
standard time, and will be effective
Farmer’ at Penobscot View Orange
ers that “too many bear the name
Building Is Used Only For Fur Storage
leave the Rcckland station thus: No. until June 20.
Hall this Thursday evening at 8. The
Christion,
but
do
not
bear
the
marks
74 at 7 a. m.; No. 78 at 1.30 p. m,,
The New York train will arrive on
public Ls invited. No charge.
No. 82 at 4.05 p. m. On Sundays No. Wednesday and leave that day. It of a Christian. There arc too many
will arrive again on Saturday and ‘flat tires' in the churches of today
Secretary of State Tobey announces 76 will leave at 2.40 p. m.
The arrival of eastboi nd trains at leave on Sunday.
that the Maine auto plates fur 1934
You cannot steer a car with a flat
will have black figures on an orange
tire. The church needs spirit filled
Spitting snow when this paper went
background. And may we direct your
TENANT’S HARBOR
members and officials."
attention to the fact that 1934 is only to press.
Services will continue in the
Dr. Gross arrived here Saturday
Odora Chests, 30x12x14,
eight months and three days away.
•59
Graceful skating contest for couples forenoon from Vinalhaven, leaving church nightly until after May 7;
2 for 1.00
WEATHER
The old carriage repository build- at the Spanish Villa rink tonight. The again in the afternoon on the boat and preparations will be made
Clouds were scudding in endless ing on Limerock street, owned by competition Ls becoming very inter- | for the island, called there by the to increase the seating capacity of
proce-ssion across the sky this morn Mrs. Alice Hicks of Talbot avenue, estlng
Odora Chests, 30x24x14,
sudden death of his father, Daniel the auditorium to accommodate the
100
Oross.
ing and they looked harmless partially caved in Tuesday. It is one
crowds and delegations anticipated.
-------Lincoln Monaghan and family were Evangelist Grimes announced that
enough, the ordinary April variety of the city's landmarks, the upper ' Jack Dempsey's visit to University
Odora Closets, 60x20x15,
1.00
driven by a northwest wind. The story once being known as Beal’s ' of Maine is interestingly described by In this place and spent the Easter va his subject for Thursday night will
| Henry Marsh, a Rockland student, in cation, Mrs. Monaghan and son re- i be "A Great Hold-Up." and that on
radio told of five Inches of snow up hall.
a letter which arrived too late for malning for the week
in the Rangcley I^ake region and
Friday night he will speak on "Cap
Irving Cook went fishing Friday,1 turing a Headliner" and that his
Friday night at the Park Theatre Ls publication oday. It will appear in
even as the "weather bureaucrat”
Cedar Bags, white lined
bringing in 3C0 pounds of cod.
was reflecting on Ihe safe dLs-tance Country Store Night, many valuable our Saturday issue.
Saturday night subject will be,
St
wall
Wall
is
quite
ill.
between that part of Maine and prizes to be given away to the patrons.
“Jonah and the Whale."
19c and 39c
A public minstrel show inside or
Mr. Herrick and family of Camden
The Courier-Gazette's home port, a There will be entertainment on the
It was also stated that a mats
prison
walls
Ls
the
decided
novelty
have moved into one part of Mrs. meeting will be held Sunday after
glance out the window showed that stage by members of the Betty Boop j
something was happening here too. j Club, which in itself Ls worth the j which will be offered one week from Rena Andrews' house.
noon when the visiting preacher will
tonight, Thursday. May 4. The purWillis Wilson has had a drain give an address on "Jesus Christ:
It was hail, and It came down j price of admission,
I pose is to raise money to defray ex- worked out of the solid ledge giving
smartly tor 15 minutes until the
Victim and Victor.”
While
the
leakers
of
the
program
ptnsss of maintaining athletics at good drainage for his cellar.
sunshine fairly forced it to stop—
Mrs. Ella Alley has had her house
AUGUSTUS T. CLIFFORD
so tlie forecast of fair today and sank Robert A. Webster's identity the institution.
shingled.
Some of the men folks vol
under
another
name,
the
deputy
—
■
----tomorrow holds good. Temperature
sheriff 1s not escaping the congratuKnox Arboretum lias received from unteered and did the work for her,
Augustus T. Clifford died Thursday
at 8 o'i
lations for the excellent manner In the United States Bureau of Plant as she is nearly blind and lives there April 20, at the age of 92, after being
56 and showering.
80 Square Percales,
.10
in failing health for some time. He
which he enacted the role of revenue Importation via Chico, Calif., and alone.
Glendale,
Md.,
a
new
and
important
Clarence
Thompson
has
leased
his
war
txim
in
MontvUle.
and
had
lived
officer
in
"Codfish
Aristocracy."
81x99
Pequot
Sheets,
.82
Dolliver & Simmons, automobile
addition of trees and shrubs from garage to thc Gulf Co . and Mr. Her in Winthrop and South Thomaston.
mechanics, have moved from 65 I.ime50 inch Monks Cloth,
.45
National Americanization Day of Manchuria, Norh China, the Amur rick of Camden will do repair work He had always been a farmer by occu
icck street to Rubenstein block, Malr
the
V.F.W.
will
be
observed
at
the
River
and
Korea.
These
have
been
there.
pation, and at one time lived on the
'.10
street, foot of Rankin street.
36 inch Cretonne,
_____
Armory hall at 7.30 tonight by Hunt- placed in the nursery row, and will [ Mrs. Amelia Taylor passed Sunday Tilson farm. Later he bought the
39 inch Pure Silk Rough Crepe.
.44
Edwin Libby Relief Corps is having I ley-HUI Post and Auxiliary. The pro- later be set In the most suitable I In Rockport, guest of her daughter, William Blackington farm on Coma card party this afternoon at Grand 1 gram includes speaking by Mayor places in the Arboretum. Thanks. Mrs. Gertrude Brown,
j mercial street, where he died. He
Mickey Mouse Shirts,
.49
j
—--------------Army hall, with play to begin at I. Richardson and other guests. The j Uncle Sam! Come again!
was twice married.
Lockwood
A
40
inch.
public ls invited. The housewarming
Circle supper will be served..
•08
Mr. Clifford was deeply interested
NORTH HAVEN
that was to be held at the same
All roads wUI lead to Camden Fri
in Grange work, and was active in
Hadley, 4C inch, unbleached.
•07
J. E. Winslow has taken apartments time has been postponed.
day night, as Walter Smith, hailed as | Mr. and Mrs. Merle Tolman of thc election of Obadiah Gardner as
in the Bickford house on Grove street.
State
master.
He
was
a
past
master
• Harrison anT^form " are the ‘he world's greatest cornetist, will be
J1*"1 TT™*' J**
Mr. Winslow Ls employed at the local
cf Wessaweskeag Grange, Scut’i
words stamped into a glass tablet guest conductor and soloist at the con* ter Mrs. Joel Wooster,
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
Cffiec- cf the Maine Central Railroad.
Thomaston, and Mount Pleasant
about the size of a postage stamp, cert to be given by the Camden High
" ’ ‘UK
rS’
en
rmona
Grange, West Rockport, and a mem
Tickets for the Camden presenta- I which Clerk of Courts Griffin uncov School Band and Orchestra at the j returned Tuesday morning from a
i very pleasant winter spent in Sara- ber of Knox Pomona. He was a
HOPE
tion cf "Codfish Aristocracy" to be ered in his dooryard the other day. Q?era HoU£e fQr thp benpfil Qf
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Representative and Mrs. Everett
w») active at Grange meetings until
Friday at Chisholm's and at Camden cabin. The gadget was probably Camden Community Hospital. Mr ; Mrs^mal Hopkins has returned
N.
Hobbs and Mr. and Mrs. Tileston
his
health
prevented.
He
was
a
kind
used in some political campaign and Smitri was guest soloist ln Camden from Kr.ox_Hospital_and is stopping
fc-.ug Co.
ar.d likeable neighbor, always wiUing Noyes were In Bangor Wednesday
with
Mrs.
Eleanor
Thornton.
maybe some of our older readers can last year when tne Slate contest
Mrs. Alton Lewis spent the week- to help those who were needy.
evening of last week to attend Ihe
Mrs. Florence Young will be chair tell Mr Griffin what one
Plant them now and
This is the ideal time
for school bands and orchestras was
Besides his wife he leaves two sons,
|
end
in town.
man of the .supper which precedes the
Democratic get-together held at City
-------held. Since the announcement that
to plant your
have a lovely Rose
Ervin T Clifford of Winthrop, for
meeting cf Golden Rod Chapter O.E S.
Rockland readers who expected to he would bc heard in Camden tomor- ; Mrs. Lester F. Stone, son Kendall
Hall. More than 400 were present at
Garden in bloom this
tomorrow night. At the close of bust- read In the Post yesterday a glowing row night inquiries have been received anc* daughter Maxine, with Joseph merly a member of the Highway Com
the banquet. Gov. Brann and other
nen an interesting program will be account of Bill Cunningham’s visit i from numerous people in the outly- 'Belmore, Jr- as chauffeur, motored mission, and E. Bertram Clifford of
summer
South Paris, and a daughter, Mrs. prominent Democrats in thc State
presented.
were a bit taken back to find that thc ing towns, and indications are that ito Belfast last Friday and called on
nt in.
r>„nr
Pfrrlck of
Calif were speakers.
------end of the story was disposed of in there will be a packed house. Mr her couiin Mrs Richard Merriam ,
Home grown ones planted
Ftfheral services were held from hts
Mrs. John Durrell is substituting for |three
pand p#rty ,t waJj
Mrs. Leigh Weaver returned Thurs
Smith will have as his accompanist ; ubo
at Waldo County Hospital.
the day they are dug give
Miss Mary A Brown at Junior High j {OQ with
service clubs Mrs. Ethel Lee Hayden. Mrs. Hayden I Ira Curtis is confined to his heme residence, Rev. J. Charles MacDonald day evening from a visit of a few days
the best results.
tfficiating. Interment was ln Win
School, jps Elizabeth Hagar of the . f
of
worM dming and
is herself an accomplished musician by an attack of appendicitis.
with
relatives
and
friends
in
Massa

SHEET WILLIAM
throp.
Junior High faculty is alro Ul. and
ftway„ Bm,s daily
BABY'S BREATH
Rev. H. F. Huse read excerpts from
—a pianist and organist of marked
in variety
chusetts.
Mrs. Clara Kelsey is substituting. was devoted almost wholly to an auMONKSHOOD
ability, a member of the Rubinstein a very interesting book, “Making
George Bisbee of Rockland wa3
SHASTA DAISY
BORN
Mrs. May Perry Is sick, having Mrs. UmcbUe accldent m which he figured
Club, head of the Chopin Club ol Life Better,” by Elwood' Worcester,
SPIREA
,
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u ,
_ I WIGGIN—At Knox Hospital. Rorkland. one of the lucky weekend fishermen
TT.rlma Snow in charge of her school on his return Journey. He did, how
Camden and director of the Camden last Sunday evening. This bcok can | April 6. to Mr. and Mrs. Oliver wiggin.
LARKSPUR
at Purchase; street.
a son. Nathan Wlljlatn.
at Alford Lake. He caught a fiveCOLUMBINE
ever, take occasion to say that "Maine High School Olee Club.
be obtained at the Public Library.
I Witvi
u., STENGER—At Friendship. April 23. to pound salmon.
DIANTHUS
1s a grand State and all her folks I
With
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recently
solicited
by
j
\jr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
H.
Stenger,
a
son
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood as director of
ACHILLEA
know are stars." Friends here are
which
Mrs.
Eunice
Brown
enough
shingles
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arthur
Harwood,
Mr'
The
efficient
manner
in
1IENCHERA
the Ninth District of the State Fed
DIED
relieved that he emerged from the Gc;den R;>d
O£S mana?pd have been purchased to cover the
Julia Harwood, and Miss Estelle BartAND OTHERS
eration of Womens Clubs was an
SIMMONS—At Friendship. April 26. Alva , ,
, . ..
_
... . with .few or no casualties.
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.......
accident
eastern
side roof cf the pulpit
Simmons, aged 64 years. 6 months. 10 let<- wre Rockland visitors Thurs
20c
honor guest at a meeting of the Wom
____
| the dinner Monday night for the
days.
Haibor Church.
day, combining busines.; with pleas
FORGETMENOTS
AND
en's Club cf Union Tuesday evening,
THIBODEAU -In Friendship. April 23.
Waldo R. Bryant, a Thomaston man jcint meeting of the Rotary, Lions
Vigoro, Loma, Bone
Rehearsals cf the play, "The Girl ; Myrtle E.. wile of Joseph Thibodeau, ure.
ENGLISH DAISIES
; peaking on work cf the Federation. whc for seven years has been conduct- and Forty Clubs, lias called forth
aged 28 years. 3 months. Funeral to
in
the
Fur
Coat,"
arc
gcing
forward
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hardy and
5c
Meal in 5 lb pkgs.
She was accompanied bv Miss Winola ing a campers column in the Brock
day Thursday at 130 o'clock at the
residence of her parents. Mr and Mrs. three cons visited Mrs. Hardy's lather
Dug and drllverrd whrn
Richan who gave a brief talk on ton Enterprise and other newspapers much praLse. Mrs. Helen Chapman, under the able coaching of Princi
Melvin Simmons
you order them—or freshly
William Packard in Lincolnville Sun
Lawn Grass and
“Music in the Schools." Members of and who comes yearly to his log cabin worthy matron, as generr! chairman pal Danforth. It will be presented j
dug and on
May
19
by
the
high
school
seniors.
IN
MEMORY
OF
ANDREW
ROBINSON
day.
the Wc man's Club of Warren were at Hupper's Island, has been spend- |was
in kltch€n by Mrs Anrlp 1
Flower Seeds
Died April 20. 1832
Special Sale Saturd’y
Mr. and Mrs. E. N. Hobbs and famnlso guests.
ing a lew days at his old home town Stevens, Mrs. Lottie Post, Mrs. Belle J Work has been started on the golf
He ls not dead. Just gone Home
course putting it in shape for sum
illy were visitors Sunday with Mr. and
Shrubs on Order
Our little boy of eleven
on sale at
Mr. Bryant Is not exactly a native of ; Frost, Mrs. Evie Orcutt, Mrs. H. R. i
We ll Journey on and wait our call
"Frigidaire Protected Foods" is tne
mer play.
Mrs. James Robbins in Searsmont.
To meet again ln Heaven.
Thcmas.on, but came within two Winchenbaugh, Mrs. Hattie Davies,
latest slogan in modem care of merMiss Ruth Clark, county 4-H Club
days cf it, and that s near enough Mrs. Eva Flint. Mrs. Grace Rollins
We love him and we miss him
ket and restaurant products, stand
PARK
THEAIRE
leader,
and tlie four 4-H Clubs of thLs
Every day anti hour more
for him to become a firm booster for and Mrs. Maitie Spaulding. Mrs j
And he’ll be with us In memory
"Soldiers of the Storm," who
ing for excellent sanitation and pro
place were dinner guests at Hope
this neck of the woods. He is an Maude Blodgett had charge of the
Till we meet on the othcr shore.
sv-oop down out of the skies to "ge>.
tection. A. C. McLoon & Co. and the
Giange Saturday and furnished a
Insurance broker, newspaper work > dining, room aided by this staff: Mis.
Those who think we have forgotten
371 MAIN STREET.
Vinalhaven Fuel and Light Co.,
their man," takes possession of the
good part of the afternoon program
ROCKLAND
Know
not
what's
behind
this
smile
being soit of a side line with him Carolyn Stewart, Mrs. Thelma StevFrigidairc distributors, are stressing
screen Friday and Saturday. Regis
Realizing little of the heartache
which was much appieciated. The
He is secretary of the Plymouth ens, Mrs. Nettie Frost, Mrs. Bessie j
That we’re hiding all the while
tlie advantages of this modem service
Toomey,
Anita
Page,
Barbara
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Robinson. Brothers Hatchet Mountain Boys sold corn
47tf
bounty Sportsmen's Clubs, and ac Church, Mrs. Frances Morse, Mrs
cn page eight and associated with
balls to start a small fund for their
Barondcss and Barbara Weeks ap- and Sisters.
tively affiliated with half a dozen Nellie McKay, Mrs. Golden iMunro
their advertisement may be found
I pear in the cast of this pictur:,
treasury. The program Included:
other organizations in that locality. Miss Katherine Veazie, Miss Anna
ads of these progressive establish
Singing, "America," by all the clubs,
I which has to do with the activities
Green, Miss Annette Segal, Mrs.
ments which give their patrons this
followed by tlie dub pledge; recita
, of Uncle Sam's Mexican border paFor the first time since athletic
famous refrigeration service: Para smokers have been conducted in this Katherine St. Clair, Mrs. Marguerite j trol, the flying counterpart of the
tion, Wilfred Hobbs; song, Dorothy
mount Restaurant, Glendenning's city the Winslow Holbrook Poet in Johnson. Mrs. Blanche Morton, Mrs famous Texas Rangers ,and how
Beverage, Estelle Beverage and Clara
Clara Curtis, Mrs. Matie Little. Miss
Market. P. D. Starrett’s Market, War conjunction with the Lime City Gym
Brcwnell; Club Members Creed, Mathe*
handle
smugglers
from
the
Harriet Parmalee, Mrs. Evelyn Peasren and Marden's Cash Market, North nasium will run an all wrestling pro
licn Hcbbs; recitation, Eileen Payson;
clouds
with
convincing
machine
gun
lce, Mrs. Lizzie Peaslee and Mrs.
Haven.
song, Rachel Noyes; talk on club
gram with five good bouts on the Velma Marsh. Banners of the three fire. Tcomey is cast as an under
ivcrk. Miss Ruth Clark; recitation,
cover agent of the Patrol who works
Earl Barter of Tenant’s Harbor, menu at Legion Hall tonight. The organizations furnished thc keynote
of W S. Rice. Adams. Robert Wright; song, club girls; reci
hand-in-hand with the smugi’lers, N.Representatives
matches
will
be
governed
by
thof
decorations.
Y . originator of the Rice Method
who has done so much to promote
collecting evidence to convict th" for the self treatment of rupture at tation, Gerald Hall; recitation. Ruth
____________
fistic sport in Knox County, has ta American Association rules and \
home, wlll be at the Hotel Rockland. Norwood; piano solo, Harleth Hobbs;
"higher ups."
repetition
Rcckland. Me. Tuesday. May 2. to give
4
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ken a number of promising boxers to refereed by Ray Thompeon of this city.
Brcak-ncck air stunts, under a personal and free trial of hls method recitation, Mary Hemck; recitation,
The
main
bout
will
draw
a
large
audiWhen babe number one appeared on the
Augusta and Lewiston all through the
to all sufferers who want to end rupture Jur tine Norwood; song. Hazel Bennett
cover plols, fast and furious action trouble and truss wearing
behold:
winter, among them Al Wilson, Cy ence, as local mat fans are anxious to j(s jftye^e was (jne
No matter how bad the Rupture, how and Norma Hoile; State Club Song,
witness
a
contest
between
Vito
Mani The announcement cards were dainty and a pleasing, romantic story—
long you have had it. or how hard to rtll
clone Hooper, Young Reynolds and
affairs
hold;
no matter how many kinds ol : a11 clubs: son«' wllh banJ° a«»mthat's "Soldiers of the Storm."—adv.
Young Smith. While these boys did none, former Ithaca College wrestling , with name embossed in gold,
truases you have worn, let nothing pre- paniment, Arline Bennett and Ken
star,
and
"Dump"
Monaghan,
the
St
,
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‘
lther
proud
'
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hls
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“
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vent you from getting this FREE
Our equipment, best ma
not capture blue ribbons all of them
Whether you are tall and neth Bennett.
The State Federation of Garden TRIAIL.
made a good showing. Cyclone Hoop George ball player. This will be a ' Not much did he sec except tree-top
thin, short and wtout, have a large abterials, great care and at
two out of three fall affair with a one- .
and sk>
Clubs Will ho.d a onc-day institute on , ,jQmPn whether you think you are past
er was a bit feazed to discover that
help
or
have
a
rupture
as
large
as
your
tention,
and the rigid tests
When
ln
course
of
time,
number
two
roadside
beautification
at
University
fists, this marvelous Method will so con
Young Jack had been substituted for hour time limit. The semi-final
arrived.
Work
Done
Anywhere
to which all work is sub
of Maine Friday, May 12. The open trol and keep It MP Inside as to surprise
promises
a
hectic
affair
between
two
J
its
wardrobe
was
simpler
by
far:
Gilbert, whom he was to have met,
PROMPT SERVICE
Friends were Informed of the happy ing session at 10.33 a. m. will be on you. It will so restore the parts where
jected, makes every job
the rupture comes through that soon
event.
but he showed his fearlessness by heavyweights, Bill Flanagan, former
Hater pipes repaired and relaid.
Highway Beautification, and at 2 you will be as free to work at any oc
In short notes, penned by Pa.
Rockland
High
athlete,
and
Ken
Un

we do satisfactory. It has
flooring Jack for the first time the
cupation
as
though
you
had
never
been
Inside
and
out,
digging
includ

And. though he bragged of the
p. m. on Highway Beautification ruptured.
edition.
ed. Pipes wired out. Sewers dug,
latter had cver been on the canvas, derwood. formerly of the U. 8. Navy.
to
be.
The
trial
wlll
be
absolutely
complete
This will have a 30-minute time limit, j He held his head in a normal position, Legislation. In lhe afternoon Ernest and thorough without a penny of cost.
laid out and clraned when plugged.
and Matchmaker Barter is now
Cesspools
dug
and
roeked,
and
sep

Merrill
of
thc
Highway
Department
You owe It to your own personal cointhe stork alighted with number
anxious to bring the two boys togeth with one fall to decide the winner. When three.
and safety not to miss the great
Call On Us
tic tanks. Shallow cellars dug deep
will speak, and a highway film will fort
In the top preliminary, “Sully” Mc Its outfit was meagre, not new;
free demonstration. It ls a real oppor
er for a scheduled bout
er. Floors cemented and walls re
tunity
to
learn
how
you
may
be
done
For
Estimates
Intosh will tackle Perley Simmons of The news Daddy spread, by way of the bc shown Mrs. E. A Robbins ot
paired. Cellars whitewashed. Lawn
with chafing trusses and the danger,
phone.
Camden,
president
of
the
State
Fed

Rockland,
in
a
20-minute
time
limit
work,
etc.
suffering and trouble your rupture has
If Protection and not Cut Price is
To relatives a few;
course he was pleased. In fact elated. eration, will preside, and several well caused.
what you are looking for in your in- bout, with one fall to decide the win Of
S. E. Eaton
The hours are 10 to 12 a. m., 2 to 5
But he walked, head bent, as he cogi
known women will take part. The p. m. and evenings 7 to 8. Remember
tated.
TEL. 1187-Y
ROCKLAND, ME.
rurance Call Arthur L. Orne, Inc., ner. Two other 10-minute time limit
the dates anti place, Hotel Rockland,
Alice Strong.
adjournment
Is
set
for
5.
scrape are also scheduled.
48'It
tel. 819.—adv.
Rockland,
M.
50-52
Arlington, Mass.

For The Things You Keep At Home

Shop This Store Saturday
Prices Have Not Been Changed

Just Plant
Hardy
Perennials

Fertil-Potted
Roses

1.00,1.25 each

Certi-Fed Roses
50c each

Silsby Flower Shop
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RUPTURE
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Is Assured with
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' That’s the Time I Fooled You!

WALDOBORO

FINDS PROOF OF
LIFE IN METEORS

»/
COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

George Richardson of Bristol. R I.,
ls visiting Dr. anti Mrs. T. C. Ash
worth.
r" 7
3
4- 5
I
1
Miss Mary Tuck and Miss Kath
California Scientist Silent as
arine Tuck of Quincy, Mass, are
to Conclusions.
§
12
16
II
8
guesjs of Mr. and Mrs James A.
W
Duane.
Berkeley, Calif.—Proof Hint life—
i4
li
15 lb
Mrs.
John
Redman
was
hostess
at
if only living bacteria—exists on
Camden Street
other planets is claimed by Charles
the ''Brunette's" bridge party last
Sub-primary, first, second, third
18
19
17
B. Lipman. dean of the University
week
and fourth grades, Addie R. Rogers
of California graduate division.
Dr. and Mrs. P. G. Cadieu have
i
r 21
Meteors, bombarding tlie earth and Grace E. Cunningham, teachers.
23
20 21
been visiting relatives in Boston.
from the unknown depths of space,
Sub-primary'and first grade arith
W
P V. Corey of the W H Hineman
have brought what Doctor Lipman metic honor roll: Joseph Anderson,
2b
25
2M
Co. has leased an apartment in Mrs.
believes is living proof that life ex
William Anderson. John Brann. Al
Belle Poland's house.
ists on other planets.
w
Two types of bacterial growth bert Grant, Joseph Hill, Melvin
Mrs. Stella Butman, who has been
have been found in the interior sub Leach. Barbara Mealey, Marjorie passing the winter with Mrs. Nellie
w
ii
1-7
Robinson, Ruth Carter, Dorothy Overlook, has returned to her home
30
stance of meteorites, lie revealed.
29
Although tlie California scientist Day. Betty Drew. Paul Gross, Eliza
in Round Pond.
34“
carefully refrained from drawing beth Leach. Joyce Raye, Violet
1 55
Tz I 33
3b
Mrs Maude Clark Gay has been
auy conclusions from his findings, Reed. Mabel Richards. Kcnnetn
w
the guest of Mrs. E F. Albee in Wis
it was pointed out that Ills research
W 39
40 41
17
may help provide answers for two Smith, Lunette Gray and Clara casset. speaking Friday at the annual
of the great riddles of the universe: Yorke. The first grade arithmetis meeting of the Woman's Club.
KKSY
Mi
M3
44
Is there life on stars and other contest was won by Betty Drew.
45
Dr. and Mrs. G H Coombs of Au
planets?
Elizabeth Leach was second and gusta were at their home in this place
Where and how did terrestrial Ruth Carter third.
48
Mb
47
last week.
Ufe originate?
First grade spelling honor roll:
w
F.
M.
Hunt
has
returned
from
tne
Two years ago Doctor Lipman re
50
HD
ported finding similar micro-organ Lunette Gray? Clara. Yorke. Ken- south and is visiting his mother Mrs
neth
Smith,
Mabe!
Richards.
Violet
h
F.
Hunt.
isms in coal strata laid down 200,1
000,000 years ago.
Reed. Elizabeth Leach. Paul Gross
Mr and Mrs S. C. Hemingway. Miss
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
Meteor fragments in which he Betty Drew. Dorothy Day. Ruth jean Hemingway and Mbs Nancy;
42-Dietant
12-Golf mounds
1-Quiet
discovered the bacteria were ob Carter. Glennie Turner. Elaine 1 Hemingway have teen at their sum14-Commander-in-chief
44-Allow at a
4-Lapsed
tained from the American Museum
deduction
Brltieh forces in
8- Carried
Carroll. Sidney Candage and Joyce mer home "Riverside Farm."
of Natural History, the United
9- Final
46- One who foretells
World War
Raye.
Mrs
W.
A.
Speare.
who
has
been
16-Girl’a name
11-Stain
47- Executed
States National museum, and the
-♦d-On
21-Very fast
13-Correetly
Names recently added to the den-' passing the winter in Portland, Is
Colorado Museum of Natural His
15-Aim at
49- Meature of weight 23- An epic by Homer
tory.
tai honor roll: John Brann. Paul now guest of her daughter Mrs B. G.
50- Stocky part of a
17- Reaidence (abbr.)
24- Rested
The specimens were given a dras Gross. Roger Conant. Ronald Pack- Miller.
18- Large artery
plant
26-Grease
tic treatment to kill any organisms ard and Eleanor Gross.
County Attorney Bradford C. Re19- Born
28- Tool for enlarging
that might have become attached to
20- 1 reland (Poet.)
holes
Framed pictures of Washington donnett of Wbcatset was in town last
VERTICAL
the surface or penetrated Into
29- Torment
22-Large lake
and
Lincoln
have
been
added
to
the
week.
30- Story
cracks after the meteorite's arrival
24- An unexpected
sub-primary and first grade room | Mrs. Abbie Montgomery has re
1- Heart of anything
31- Tribe of Indiana ,
impediment
on earth.
They
were
purchased
with
money
|
2- Aacended
32- Sailora (Colloqv)
turned to Thomaston.
25- Likewiae
Finally the specimens were trans
3- Support
34- Want
27-Make a miaetep
The roller skating parties, both
ferred under sterile conditions to which the children earned selling
5- A serpent
35- Poet
30-High
a sterile mortar and ground into Christmas cards.
private and public, ln Medomak hail,
6- Baekbonee
36- Unfaeten
33-Paradiee
powder, and this powder—the In
are
largely
attended
7-Lacerated
38-Long grate stem
35-Ordered
The second, third and fourth j
terior substance of the meteorite—
37-A constellation
8- Nude
41-Small particle
Miss Angie Perry entertained the (
was dropped into other culture grade spelling contest was won by
9English
college
43-Girl's name ’
39- Part of a flower
Marie
Dodge
with
her
helpers
Pearl
"Brunettes"
at
bridge
Monday
eve|
j
media. Nine out of fourteen cul
10-A tropical fruit
45-Besidea
40- Doze
tures yielded growths of rod or coc- Smith. Jans Packard. Norma Rich- ! nlnff
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
coid type bacteria. The meteor ards, Orace Richards. Elizabeth
Miss Dorothy Hitchcock was in
ite substance. Doctor Lipman found, Perry. Leona Flanders. Julia Mealey, Damariscotta over the* weekend.
APPLETON MILLS
contained enough organic material
Arlene Bartlett, Raymond Young, S. A. Jones and Capt John Brad- [
to support life in a few bacteria.
Madeline
Grant, Edwin
Raye.: ford attcnded thc rectnl Shriners'. Friends of Jesse Fuller, superin
James Yorke, Reginald Drew. Amos meetln8 in Lewiston.
tendent of schools, are sorry to hear
Astronomer Builds His
Mrs. Charles Jesseman and Mrs.
Hartley and Gwendolyn Hartley.
that he is ill at his home in Liberty.
Own Model Planetarium
Not absent since Christmas vaca Lizzie Smith have returned and
Ashton Ripley has been burning his
St. Louis.—Stuart O'Byrne, twen tion: Jane Packard Ronald Packard, opened their home here for the blueberry land and many others are
ty-seven, amateur astronomer, lias Gwendolyn Hartley, Marie Dodge, summer.
planning to do the tame.
constructed a miniature planetarium Walter Dodge. Laura Candage. Ray
Rev. and Mrs A. G. Davis, Mrs.
Miss Jeannette Johnson, a teacher
here of paper, wood, wire and parts
Eudora Miller. Mrs. Emma T. Pot
mond Young and Elaine Carroll.
of an old flashlight.
in
Gorham Normal School, spent the
In the second, third and fourth ter and Miss Julia Kaler attended Easter vacation with her parents. Mr. I
Construction of the planetarium,
modeled after the $1,000,000 Adler grade arithmetic contest Pearl ,he m<“etin8 of lhe Lineoln County and Mrs Lyndon Johnson.
planetarium in Chicago, took nearly Smith won first place. Edwin Raye W.C.T.U. in Damariscotta.
W O. Simmons was a dinner guest
Children’s Day will be observed
two years. The model has a 3-foot and Marte Dodge were tied for sec
half-dome Into which a dozen per ond and Priscilla Brazier third.
by Good Luck Rebekah Lodge Sat- of Mr and Mrs. A L Sprowl Satur
day.
sons can look at once.
Visitors during the winter terms urday af*™on in Odd Fellows hall.
The planetarium shows the move
Albion High School. Ivan Sherman,
A
program
will
be
given
and
re

ment of the stars, planets, sun and were: Supt. E. L. Toner. Mrs. L. G
principal, will present a drama in
freshments
served.
moon in their proper position in re Perry. Mrs Russell Turner. Miss
Mrs. I. P. Bailey. Mrs Nellie Over Riverside hall. Appleton, tonight.
lation to the time of the year and Brann. Mrs. Esther Day. Mrs. Al
the latitude from which observed. bert Grant. Mrs. Fred Mealey, Mrs. lock, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Ben- . . Mrs. Addie Robbins has returned to
Tlie projector can be rotated hori Oeorge Carroll Miss Arlene Gray ner' Mlss Oladys Balley' John Orant' thc Vlllag€ after an abscnce of several
zontally about its center, giving the Miss Elizabeth Gray. Mrs. Maynard Wllluun Kfnnedy' Floyd' “<*«« ar'd Wetl“
“ I feel that it waa very possibly in
effect of facing four cardinal direc
strumental in saving the life of my
Gray.
Mrs.
Clyde
Robinson,
Mrs.
Weteter
Benner
attended
Odd
FelThe
school
speaking
contest
was
tions and so successively showing the
third oldest boy one night when
northern, eastern, western and Lorenzo Dodge Mrs Walter Dodge. lows anniversary meeting at Keith held Friday afternoon in the A. H S he was one year old." Mrs. A. G.
southern skies.
Mrs. Almon Carter. Mrs. Staples, Theatre in Portland Sunday after assembly room. Those chosen to go Weldon, Medford (Mass.).
to the hall to enter the last speaking
The projector is penetrated by Miss Mary Coffill. Miss Gladys noon.
small holes. A flashlight bulb Inside
Mr. and Mrs. W .H. Crowell were contest here were Maxine Copp, Ruth
Bowen.
Mrs.
Ralph
Conant.
Mrs
the projector furnishes the star
Mitchell, Oladys Philbrook. Elizabgrp
in Gardiner last week.
light. The foot-long projector may Sidney Farrington, Mrs. Jessie
Meservey. McKenzie Williams. Wil
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
T.
Weston.
Mrs.
Laxative Worm Expeller
he revolved so that it throws Into Ulmer.
lard Pease, Walter Sprowl and Earl
S.
H.
Weston
and
Miss
Elizabeth
the half-dome sdentiflclally exact
Signs of Worms are: Constipation,
Weston were recent Portland visit Oriffin. One boy and one girl wUl,oe deranged stomach, swollen upper
representations of S50 stars and
chosen
front
this
group
to
speak'
ln
ors.
more than 50 constellations.
Up, offensive breath, hard snd full
At the regular meeting of Meen Liberty later, in competition with one stomach with pains, pale face, eyes
Herbert Wellman
ahga Grange Monday evening the
and one &irl fr°m Washington, heavy, short dry cough,*grinding
It's a pleasant feeling to know that from
Portrait* of Royalty
birthday
anniversaries
of
several
Ba
'
ermo
a°d Liberty, the winner-4o of the teeth, etc.
Herbert
Wellman
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Monday
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-<•
Bequeathed to England
' receive a silver cup.
'
night
after
an
illness
of
several
Dr. True’s Elixir is made from
members
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observed
during
tha
interesting plates can be reached quickly
London.—Four thousand photo
Usually the Harbor 50 years ago did . ,lAnfiirnvc
_
_. .hAnnrnH. mincfe
"
II purest herbs, contains no harmful
months. Funeral services will be
lecturer’s V-izsaiw
hour. 'rhn
The honored guests,
graphs
of
members
of
all
the
royal
not grt “het up" over a schooner's
ingredients . . . cleanses as it
It is equally pleasant to have a cheerful,
held at the home today. Thursday, at families of Europe, collected by Mrs.
who were presented with individual
ROUND POND
appearance there, but according to
clears the intestinal tract . . . It ia
luxurious room at the modest cost oi
2 o'clock. Rev. F F. Fowle officiating. Thomas Brocklebank, now eighty
birthday cakes lighted with candles, j
a mild medicine safe for children
"Dad's Diary it did so this time.
Mr. Wellman was born In Rockport years old. are to be left to England.
*3 • day single; *-j double
were _Mrs. Isadore Hoffses, Mrs Sid , _ Mr and Mrs. Roy Ethridge pi ' or adults.
Saturday.
April
28,
1883.
New
1 Dec. 3. 1890. son of William G. and Despite her age, Mrs. Brocklebank schooner May O'Neil came into lhe
CrcamPr' Mrs. Hattie Stevens. Portend were in town over the ‘ Four generations have proved it
RESTAURANT - TAVERN GRILL - CAFETERIA
Minnie Thomas Wellman and had spends her time between her two Harbor towards nigh', from Belfast. Miss Doroth>' Stevens. Mrs. Lillian *weekend.
®
"
Lambton from fOt • Dinntr 85< anJ 1.00
I: pent practically his entire life here homes In London and Florence, add
And
this
entry
is
from
my
own
Wentworth
Mrs
Edna
Creamer
and
j
Miss
Elizabeth
Hinds
of
Wells
w:
DINNER DANCING
NO COVER CHARGE
ing constantly to her collection at
He it survived by his wife. Mrs. Ella
the rate of between 100 and 200 por alary: Sunday, April 29. 1883 Was Miss Dorothy Duswald. Nuts and ' called here bythe death of herauj
, 'Pattersoni Wellman, five daughters, traits a year.
off aboard Schooner May O'Neil and confections ln tiny baskets, cake and Miss Ruth Smith.
i Doris. Beverly, Flora. Betty Lou and
The collection fills scores of huge went over her She is a fine schooner punch were served by the commit
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley W. Swett and
Patricia, and a son Herbert. Jr., one volumes. There Is no other as
tee. Mrs. Ethel Campbell and Mr.j brother, Oren Wellman, a foster sister" sembly of pictures like It In the (That visit, as Andy would say, Verna Orff. A short program of son Robert of Everett, Mz's , were
“Didn't make an imprint on me," so
gue.' ta of Mr and Mrs. E. W Swell
Mrs. Margaret Merrifield of West world, for It includes also the fam
44*k to 4 5 tb STREET - (tb AVENUE - NEW YORK
that I can call up in my mind any music and readings was given. over the weekend.
ily trees of Its subjects.
,
Rockport,
and
his
father
who
is
in
"* I I LIANCt HOTtl"
Mat. Watt Unaaf
details of her build. It may be that There were 23 members and three
William Thompson who was calt^l
Staten Island. N. Y.
being a shipowner myself, owning ' quests present.
here by the death of his grartff-*
Now Joyously Happy
Buckeye State Almost
64-64ths of a vessel that cost me $7
-----------------mother
Mrs.
Mary
Thompson,
l<t
j
~—„ , ,
Forgets Favorite Tree and plied between Clark Island. State ‘ Carc to buy a nice letter-opener n—.
PORT CLYDE
__ u
J i While all his family looked on ln
first of the week to resume Itis astonishment and all his friends were
Columbus, Ohio.—The Buckeye Point and Haskell's Cove. I was not sd'?’'
studies at Davidson College. N. C.
Mrs Emily Stevens of Rockland state almost forgot Its favorite tree
amazed. one man took thc pain, swell
"Don't need one. I'm married."
Mrs. Ella Prentice of Pemaquid ing and agony from his tortured Joints
Rave her aunts, Mrs. Sarah Seavey ln landscaping at its new $6,000,000 greatly interested in another vessel.)
And now back to “Dad's" diary.
and Miss Cynthia Prentice of New- in 48 hours and did it with that faand Mrs. Eldcn Davis, a pleasant office building here. The landscap
„
,
mous rheumatic prescription known
Tuesday.
May
1,
1883.
Quarterly
ing
force
discovered
that
no
provi

surprise by calling on them last
ton. Mass., were calling on friends to pharmacists as Allenru.
meeting of the Lincoln Baptist Asso
sion
had
been
made
in
the
plans
for
in town last Thursday.
week and presenting each with a
This powerful yet safe remedy is
buckeye trees. Two were hastily ciation is in session here with the
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Leeman and wonderful—its action is almost magic
pretty patted plant ln full bloom also provided.
Third Baptist Church.
All the
Mrs. Clara Murphy motored to Port al where uric acid and other circu
a basket of fruit.
lating poisons cause agony and pain—
ministers
and
many
other
people
BOSTON. MASS
land Sunday.
BEACON STREET
Frank Carr and John DeWinter
the excess uric acid poison starts to
went on board Schr. May O’Neil.
Mrs. Stella Butman who spent the leave your body in 24 hours.
who recently spent a few days with
Rubber Mace Used
Wednesday. May 9, 1883. Schr.
Just get one 85 cent bottle of Allen
winter ln Waldoboro has returned
Fred Waldo have returned home.
Feels
Much
Better
May
O'Neil
sailed
this
morning
bound
ru from David L. McCarty or any live
for Police Sticks
home.
Miss Kay Turner of Portland will
west. And now let us move along to
druggist-take it as directed and If in
"June 2Sth, IS33. I started taking
Indianapolis.—The policeman's
Mrs. Charles Ethridge and daugh 48 hours your pains haven't left you
Located on Beacon
occupy the small summer house adthe fall of the year.
•
Krusehen Salts. Have lost 30 |*oiinds
“billy club" hag been replaced by
HU Next to the
ter Shirley are home again after get your money back.
' joining Fred Waldo's house .beginFriday, Sept. 21, 1883. Several ves from June 3Sth lo Jan. 10. I'eel better
the rubber mace here because It
House.
It works just as swiftly with Neurit
' ning May 1. for thc summer. Mr.
sels are out of time for which there | JX
months. passing the winter In Portland.
costa considerably less and a
is, Sciatica. I.umbago and Neuralgia
Miss
Marion
Gorham
motored
I Waldo is decorating It into a Turk
blow from tt does not mar the
Hr said I had gall stones and should
are some fears. Capt. Levi Hart
due to similar cause.
have operation. Krusrhen did all and
ish Studio.
features.
I am now quoting from a letter re more than I expected.” Mrs. Lute home from Massachusetts to spend
The mace, according to Michael
the school recess.
Mbs Ruby Whitehouse has re
Bright, Walker ,Mlnn. (Jan. 10, 1933).
ceived lately.
Just a few minutes' walk to the theatre, hnancial,
F. Morrissey, chief of police, is a
To lOM fat and at the same time gain
turned
from
a
visit
in
New
York.
Medfield, Mass, April 7, 1933.
ln physical attractiveness and feel spir
and shopping centers.
flat piece of rubber, rectangular
ited and youthful take one half tea
Waldo Bryant of Brockton. Mass.,
\/Z/U
CLARK ISLAND
Dear Boze : —
in shape and containing a slot
spoonful of Krushchen In a glass of hot
spent Wednesday of last week with
through which the Angers of the
About the vessel that came from water before breakfast every morning.
New Lower Rates
A jar that lasta 4 weeks costs but a
his cousin Fred Waldo
hand may be slipped to obtain a
Barge 701 Ls unloading a cargo of
Camden was the Sch. May O'Neal, trifle at any drug store ln the world but
be sure and get Krusehen Salts the 950 ton6 of coal here for John Mee
A J. Hussey has returned to his
grip.
Rooms without bath, 7 iH) up, with bath, ’’3,00 up
Capt. Levi Hart. You are right about SAFE
way to reduce wide hips, promi
It delivers a stunning slap, hut
home in East Friendship after
the party for I was cook on her my nent front and double chin and again ban & Sons.
81nce 1840 this firm hM falthfn'lv
( omnlcte Restaurant and Cafeteria Service
if
more
force
Is
needed,
its
edge
feel
the
joy of living money back If
spending several weeks with his
Mrs. Mary Davis was guest Friday served the families of Knox County
self.
dissatisfied after the first Jar.
may be used with as much effec
daughter Mrs. Walter Teel.
of Mrs. Martha Maker at Spruce
Mell Clark (of Tenant’s Harbor)
LADY ATTENDANT
tiveness as the old-time club, now
Head.
Mrs. Stella Monroe who has been
Day Telephone 450-781-1
And again that famous schooner
in universal use.
Thc Association of the Clark Island
visiting Mrs. Jack Cushman is now
appears on thc record: Tuesday. Nov. j
The mace costs only 65 cents
BURPEE’S
Church will meet next Monday night
as compared to $4.80 for tlie reg
in East Friendship.
6, 1883. Schr. May O'Neal came in
ROCKLAND, ME.
illation
"copper's
stick,"
Slur
IN NEW YORK CITY
at
7
o'clock.
Rev. F. W. Barton of Tenant's Ha-thl3 noon from Windsor. N. 8. with
Parcel Delivery
rissey said.
John Meehan & Son's plant opened
plaster, her foretoptnas', gone; car- [
bor exchanged pulpits with Rev. MilReasonable Rates • Prepossessing Locations
Monday morning for work.
: ton R. Kerr Sunday evening.
ried it away off Two Bush.
VINALHAVEN
ROCKLAND
DOUBLE
SINGLE
Family Washings
Sunday School will be held at 10
I do not find in the diary any item
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hoedtkc and
STEAMBOAT CO.
D: reef Ion of F. 1. Carmi
| a m. instead of 2 p. m. Everybody is
Called For and Delivered
| son Julian of Melrose. Mass., spent
concerning the departure of the above |
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
HOTEL YORK - 7th Ave. and 36th Si. — 1 minute Penn. Station
welcome.
.
iramed schooner from the Harbor, but
Steamer leaves Bwsn's Islsna st 3.34
the weekend at their cottage.
Why zuffer tortures from Rheuma
HOTEL GRANO- Broadway and 31 st St.— 2 minutet Penn. Station
A.
M..
Stonington
8 25. North Haven 7.25.
Fred Lowell and son Dick. Joseph Vinalhaven 8.13. due
tism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscular
as Wednesday, Nov. 7,1883, was "clear
to arrive at Rock
HOTEL ENDICOTT—Columbus Ave. and 81st St. — Opposite Park
Lameness, Sprains and Bruises when
land
about
9.3'.'.
Pease
and
Misses
Myrtle
and
Bernice
and cool, wind N. W„” I take it for
Teacher—“Did your father help you
METHYL HALM
HOTEL MARTHA WASHINGTON for Woman - 29 East 29th St.
Return-Leaves
Rockland
at 1.30 ?.
will bring almost Instant relief?
Flood were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Vinalhaven 2 43. North Haven 3.30. Ston
granted she sailed that day. What
with this problem?"
Tel.
106-R
JOHNSTON
’
S
DRUG
STORE
ington
at
4
40:
due
to
arrive
at Swan's
IN BOSTON
IN CHICAGO
PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND
Charles Wall Sunday. aLso Howard Island about 8.00 P. M
the Schr. May O’Neil's final haven
Willie—“No, I got it wrong myself." 73
Itfl Manger, No. Station. J2.50 ap.
Hotel Plaza, No. Ave. & No. Clark St. *1.50 up
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
8.
H.
STINSOIt.
Clark.
was I do not know.
Boze
—Prairie Farmer.
30 cents
18-Th-tf
----- lao-tl

While visiting in New York on thc
return trip from Washington. D. C.,
Miss Cora Whitney and Ernest Whit
ney. members of the senior class,
R.H.8, were guests of honor at a
party given by Mr. and Mis. William
Newbeit at their home in Laurelton.
L. I. Among the guests were two
other members of the class. Miss
Louise Morong and Miss Solveig Heis
tad. who had also stayed over for a
visit with relatives
Chester Pascal returned Monday
ficm a weekend trip to Bath and
Portland.
Mis. Mirnie Wellman who has been
spending the winter with friends at
Greenville Junction arrived home last
week for a short stay before leaving
lor Lily Bay where she will be em
ployed for the summer.
A merry crowd of young people
chaperoned by Mrs. Orra Burns hiked
Saturday to the summit of Mt Battle
where they enjoyed a picnic lunch,
afterward returning to the Burns
home for a candy pull. In the party
were Catherine Annis. Phyllis Crock
ett. Alma Annis. Roberta Holbrook.
Gertrude Havener, Dorothy Burns,
The family cat oa the cellar and more than halt of them met
Lois Burns. Maurice Miller. Raymond
stairs. Tommy's skates on the disaster through just such cases
Snow. Byron Rider. True Spear. Jr. |
front porch, to say nothing of as these. Carry a pocket light
Crris Burns. Jr.
Jimmy's kiddy kar in the vesti with you, is the latest warning
bule—are hazards which the tired from insurance contracts and
Mr. and Mrs Ralph H. Bryant of
business man must avoid if he safety organizations. This is
Bangor
were guests Sunday of Mr.
is to reach his favorite chair anu made easier today because there
1 and Mrs. W. L. Ballard. On their re
bedroom slippers safely. Last is available a small i-atteryyear more than thirty thousand operated pocket light which fits
turn they were accompanied by Mrs
persons in the United States were conveniently into the vest packet
Lillian Perkins who has been spend
killed by accidents in the home— or woman's handbag.
ing the winter at the Ballard home
and
also by Delmont Ballard who was
pital in Banger. Funeral services
GLENMERE
returning to University of Maine.
were held at the home of his daugh
Cr. and Mrs. Ralph Wcoster and
Mrs. Lucy Smith has returned ter in Manchester, Conn.
daughters of Bangor spent the week
The
Ladies'
Circle
met
with
Mrs.
home from Rockland after spend
end visiting his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
ing several weeks with Mrs. Eva Milton R Kerr last Thursday after
B P. Wooster.
noon. The next meeting will be
Covalt.
A chcp suey supper will be served
Master Byron Keene of Rockland May 4 at Mrs G. N. Bathe'.der's.
at thc Baptist vestry. May 10. from
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Freeman Young of
spent last week with his grandpar
5 30 to 7 p. m.. under the auspices of
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Byron Davis
Rockland spent Sunday at the
thc Trytohelp Club.
Mrs. Prank Harris returned home Delaware.
Princioal Snow of the High School
Saturday having been guest of her
announced the senior honors this
“Few men have the courage to
daughters in Thomaston the past two
week. Miss Mary Veazie. who leads
leave their wives," says a magazine
weeks.
her clais with a rank of 96 3 will be
Friends were sorry to learn of thc writer.
valedictorian: Solveig E. Heistad. with
Nene but the brave desert thc fair.
death of August Peterson which oc
a rank cf 91.9 salutatorian. The four
curred last week at the State Hos —Boston Transcript.
rtudents next ln rank are Ernest F
Whitney. 85.7; Louise T Morong. 84 8;
George Hall. 84.5; and Augusta H.
Noyes. 82.7. Miss Veazie is the daugh
ter of Mr. ard Mrs. C. L. Veazie. She
has ltd her class all through the four
1 years, with an aveiage of over 95 per
SALADA BROWN LABEL
cent. Miss Heistad is »he daughter cf
--the lowest priced fine tea you can
Hans Heistad and has also been the
buy--will give you”five cups of
next highest in rank throughout her
High School course. Thc class num
delicious tea for just one cent . . .
bers
17.
And your grocer also carries Salada
Ernest Crowell of Orrington was an
Red Label, America's finest tea.
overnight guest Tuesday of Rev. F. F.
Fowle.
Mr*. Marion dash was hostess to
the Tuesday Afternoon Bridge Club
at her home.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard C. Ingra
ham recently entertained four tables
S15-A
at bridge in honor of Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert S. Ingraham of Newbury
port. Mass.
Mrs. Leland Hawkins was hostess
Monday evening to the Trytohelp
Club.

Five Cups of Fine Tea
for One Cent

. .

.

One Grateful
Mother’s Tribute

SALADA’ TEA

Dr.TruesElixir

’ Xz t/ie center of

k'~W YORKf activity

Tenants Harbor Days

f

Cost 85 Cents To Put
Rheumatic Cripple
Back To Work Again

May We Suggest—

HOTEL BELLEVUE

Bright Woman

Lost 20 Pounds

u

\IK\HI

5 EMBALMtNbJ
MmtANBWIANCI

Light Trucking

w

A

Walter Dorgan

M..

Every-Other-Day

Page Five
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SOUTH WARREN

NORTH HOPE

T

New 50/ Size

EAST SENNEBEC

FRIENDSHIP

EAST BOOTHBAY

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Libby who
Mr and Mrs. Richard Young and
Capt. Josiah Poland returned last
The Monday Club met with Mrs.
Viva, four-year-old daughter of
spent the Easter vacation with rela family of Camden were guests last
LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S Mir. and Mrs. Harold Wadsworth, Charles Hodgdon, honors going to Thursday from State Street Hospital.
tlves here, returned Saturday to week of Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Hall.
Portland, where he recently under
was badly burned about the face and Miss Myra Parker ,
Belmont, Mass.
Mrs Edward Ludwig who has been TABLETS FOR WOMEN
The Junior Bridge Club was en went a major surgical operation.
neck last Friday as her mother was
Mrs. Rose Marshall visited het visiting relatives ln Massachusetts re
Mrs. Poland is yet confined to the
They relieve and prevent
passing from the stove to the sink tertained Wednesday evening of last j
granddaughter Miss Virginia Burns turned home last week. Her brother
periodic pain and associated
week by Mrs. Robert Barlow. Mrs. | hospital by illness.
with
a
dipper
of
scalding
water.
Bert Snow and his daughter Esther disorders. No narcotics. Not
in Friendship Sunday.
Mrs. Nellie Pitcher of Damari
The child ran against her and in Mahlon Adams held highest honors.
Mrs. Alice Spear has opened her motored down with her. The Snows just a pain killer but a modern
scotta and Mrs. Florence Durfee and
Miss Myra Parker has returned
some way upset the dipper, the con
daughter of Providence visited Mr.
home for the summer. She had for will return to their home ln Milton, medicine which acts upon the
tents striking the Httle one's throat to her home in Massachusetts after and1 Mrs. Ellis Lawrj Friday.
CAUSF of your trouble. Per
guests over the weekend Mr. and Mass., Sunday.
and one sidle of her face. She was spending a few days with Mr. and
The ground froze hard here several1 sistent use brines permanent
Everett Murphy is now able to be
Mrs. Maurice Hatch and children of
Mrs. Will Hodgdon.
taken to Dr. Plumer for treatment.
nights last week, but many are get- relief. Sold by all druggists.
out again after being confined to his
Arlington, Mass.
Delmore Cummings has a 20x16
Arthur Race has been at his sum home by Illness for five weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Amasa Maloney of tln8 thelr Bardens started regardless
henhouse
under construction. Robie mer home Race Haven, for a few
More than $16 was realized by thc
Pleasant Point were callers Sunday of weather, and several have planted
LINCOLNVILLE
Rabbins is doing the work.
days.
,
Ladles’ Aid last week when they
at O. A. Copeland's. Mr. and Mu. f*85
F. E. Carkin entertained last
Miss Evelyn Hardy who has been
Mosquitoes were in evidence Mon
William and Elizabeth Ohessbro served dinner in thc vestry. All em
L. B. Wood of Bangor were also
day and a few black flies, a sure indi- passing the winter in Rhode Island Thursday evening Mr. and Mrs. and Capt. and Mrs. Alfred Race ployes of Burnham & Morrill Co. at
there for the weekend.
Delmore Cummings, Leslie Hall and have been visiting friends and rela tended in a body.
Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Orne wet e catlon of lhe Planting season and pest arrived home last week.
Misses
Dorothy
and
Marion
Young
Annie Ripley. A 12 o’clock supper of tives in Boston.
Dr. and Mrs Ralph Leonard and
at
Ansel
Orne'«.
of
thc
farmcT
who
each
spring
has
to
visitors Sunday
, make the rounds of his pasture fences who were home from Farmington steamed clams, pickles and crackers
Miss
Ruth Leonard of Boston have
Pleasant Point.
Mrs. Idella Murray is visiting her
Normal School for the Easter recess, was a feature of the occasion follow
Hen thieves visited the premises before turning ln his stook.
daughter Mrs. Will Hodgdon after been spending several days at their
ed by cigars and fruit.
Miss Ruth Morton of Camden was returned Monday.
summer home here.
of C. E. Overlock Tuesday night of
spending the winter in Bath.
Mrs. Biantha Brown of Thomaston
a
guest
last
week
at
the
home
of
J.
Richard Ames of Ludlow, Mass.,
■ Eaton Davis of Lexington. Mass.,
last week and helped themselves tor
Mrs. Bennie Lewis entertained the is passing the spring vacation with
was a weekend guest of her sister was a caller last week on Miss
D. Pease.
50 of his fine pullets.
W.B A. Club with a fine dinner las, his parents, Mr and Mrs. Laureston
Recent callers at Mrs. Clara Hall's Mrs. Lucy Knight at the village.
Olenys Hail.
It ls very pleasing to welcome our
Miss Ruth Heal of Camden passed
were Charles Cleveland. W, O. Mann,
B. Davis.
The "Flower Garden" meeting of week Wednesday.
neighbor Nancy Savage back to these
A large number are enjoying the
Mrs. Ida Pease, Miss Ruth Morton, j the weekend at Hall's cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Fields o* Mon
the Farm Bureau April 20 was an
columns. Hope she will not stay ‘
Friends regret to learn of the Illness enjoyable affair. Because of an im socials and dance given every Fri hegan were in town Saturday.
Miss Marian Pease. Mr and Mrs Ed
away so long again.
ward Ludwig and family and their of Mrs Mertle Pendleton.
Miss Flora Wallace is visiting
passable road the meeting was held day evening at Southport.
Miss Ella Wilson and Leigh White
guests, Mr Snow and daughter, and j There will be a dance at Tranquility in the Orange rooms Instead of with
friends and relatives in Portland.
James
Chesebro,
Preston
Barlow
of Cumberland Center were week j Daniel Ludwig.
hall May 2. Good music and good Helen Gushee as planned. There and Carle Lewis have returned to
Melvin Bums Jr., is confined to
end guests at th? Cutting Farm.
management.
were 11 present.
Shrubs, bulbs, Maine Central Institute after spend the Maine General Hospital with a
Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Bucklin and Mr.
The Easter play "Saint Claudia" perennials and seeds were ex ing the Easter vacation at their broken arm.
ATLANTIC
and Mrs. Frank Page motored to
was well presented at the United changed. The next meeting will be homes.
Word was received in town recent
Wiscasset Sunday.
The first social of thc season was Christian Church Friday evening and with Grace Brown May 20.
ly
of the death of Charles V. Chipman
Mr and Mrs. Leroy Blake enter
TS hard lo believe—but buoyant
Thc Dutch Party given by the'
al
hal, 3,^^ night was attended by an audience of more
in Vineyard Haven. Mr. Chipman
The
Willing
Workers
met
April
11
youth is largely a matter of pro
tained
a
group
of
friends
and
rela

pupils of the primary grades ln nnd was a ^^^55 both financially than 300. The play was particularly
as usual in their room in the parson tives last Thursday evening, the oc formerly owned a summer cottage ai
teins, vitamins, carbohydrates, min
Warren Village was attended by Mrs.1 an(j socially
suited In theme to the day, and car
age. It was rainy April 18. but four casion being Mr. Blake's birthday Martins Point. At the time of his
erals. Oh, forget the names . . .
Laura Copeland. Mrs .Nettle Oopr- . Clyde Torrey went to Rockland last ried a strong message dramatically
death he was engaged in the fish
remember this ... All these vital ele
braved
the
storm
and
did
quite
an
anniversary.
land. Mrs. Doris Maxey, Mrs. Leila Week on business.
told. The costumes and scenery were
business at Vineyard Haven.
ments are stored by Nature in whole
amount of work in the afternoon.
Miss
Frances
Slone
recently
spent
Lermond and Mrs. Olive Fales, and
Mrs. Herman Staples entertained In excellent taste, and were in charge
Mrs. Myrtle Thibodeau, 28. wife of
wheat. And Shredded Wheat
Quilts
and
a
hooked
rug
are
under
the day in Lewiston.
all were much pleased with the lit the Ladies’ Aid last week Wednesday of Mrs. R Scott Knight, and all the
Joseph
Thibodeau,died
at
her
home
them alt to you—ready cooked,
construction.
tle folks.
Miss Alma Lunt returned last week parts were splendidly taken. Special
Mrs. Richard Rice and Mrs. Law Sunday after a short but severe ill
to eat.
Raymond Gibson of Newport spent
to her home at Frenchboro,
mention should be made of Miss
rence Dodge were recent visitors in ness of tumor of the brain. Mrs.
Watch this VITALLY DIFFERENT
The “Tattlers" met Friday at the ' Helen Young and of Ivan Young, the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Les Damariscotta.
NORTH WALDOBORO
food bless you with energy, make
Thibodeau is survived by her huslie
HaU.
home of Mrs Lina Joyce.
although all the players showed
feel it’s great to be alive. It's goo<Z to
M)r. and Mrs Leroy Blake and , band, five children. Eleanor, Dana.
Phene Ripley and Jennie WaterA few of the lobstermen have been real talent. The presentation was
eat, too, with milk or cream,
* Homer Carroll was at John
Virginia, Joseph and an infant son,
family
visited
his
parents
Mr.
and
launching their boats and getting under the direction of Arthur Hebert [ man visited Annie Ripley last week Mrs. J. T. Blake of Boothbay Cen her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
fresh or preserved fruit. Have it
Flanders' over the weekend .
! Tuesday and Wednesday.
breakfast tomorrow. Let's see you
The Jolly Dozen 4-H Club of North
Lucy Clarry and Florence Mank ready for the Ashing season,
Simmons, four sisters Mrs. Edna
ter
Sunday.
Mr. Blanchard ls making repairs
it, Dad!
were in Rockland Saturday.
Mrs Charles Harding of Lincolnville met Saturday afternoon
Davis of Boothbay, Mrs. Mildred
Phinney Ryder recently cut his Bernard spent Easter 8unday with at the home of the leader Mrs. Flor on his buildings. Two mullion win
Reed. Miss Eula Simmons and Miss
APPLETON
When fen itt
ence McLoud with 100 per cent at dows add to the attractiveness of the
thumb quite badly while splitting Mr and Mrs. N. B Trask
Glenice Simmons of Friendship and
Niagara I'alli on
living room and hardwood finish is
The
Easter
service
Sunday
was
well
tendance.
One
girl
walked
eight
miles
wood for D. O. Stahl.
lhe package, yon
three brothers Ralph, Stanley ape
Rev. Frank Doughty and Rev. H.
KNOW paa have
E. C. Teague who has been iU thc a“«nded. Thc church was beautiful- and another six miles to be present. nearly complete ln the kitchen.
Melvin, all of Friendship. Funeral
hhrtdJed
Wheat.
Roger Morang Is building a 16- O. Oetchell who have been speaking
past few weeks is reported to be im- ,
decorated with plants, calla lilies After the business meeting the six
services will be held today Thursat
Thomaston
the
last
week
will
be
and pussy willows. The choir sang girls whose projects are sewing, held foot row boat.
proving.
c'ay. at thc heme cf her parents and
Olenys Hall. Donald Hall. Ruth at the Pentecostal Church here Fri
Mr. and Mrs. R M. Carroll of two special pieces: ''Hall. Morn of Vic a buttonhole judging contest. Re
interment will t» in the Harbor
Arrington and Ruth Demuth attend day and Saturday evening, also Sun
Union, Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Winchen tory," and "Holy Lord of Eastertide;” freshments were served, and outdoor
cemetery.
day afternoon and evening. These
bach and Bert Bogues were at W. F. a duet, "Bring Him Your Heart's De sports enjoyed. Some of the girls are ed the dance at Hope Corner Satur
speakers are just out of the Duxbury , "How is it tlie biscuits were' so
day
night.
votion"
was
sung
by
Miss
Laura
training
that
they
may
enter
the
races
Teague's 8unday.
An enjoyable party was given at (Mass ) convention and are on the hard this morning, Mandy?"
to be held next June at Unity. April
Mrs. Maude Mank and Alma Mank Spragu* &!lli Mrs Iris Withee
the home of Charles Salo last Thurs way to the Dexter convention which
29
the
girls
will
have
with
them
as
"I'se sorry, ma'am ,but Ah ain’t
were Rockland visitors last Catur
NORTH WASHINGTON director Miss Theresa Wood, who will day evening by Mr. and Mrs. Al begins May 3. Rev. Mr. Doughty feeling right pert this mawnin'. My
day.
Rev and Mrs. Eugene Prescott of give a demonstration on how to make Dyer of Norway. Music, dancing has been president of the Dexter system's kinda run down, so I eat
and games furnished entertainment convention 30 years. He is a well the only yeast cake there was In the
Andover. Ohio, motored here Sunday drop cookies.
• • • •
after which buffet lunch was served. preserved man of 88 years.
A product of NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY “Uneeda Bakor»7
to attend the funeral of his father
• house."—Boston Transcript.
Observe Thirty-fifth Anniversary
Those present besides the host and
and brother.
Oeorge Lenfest of Somerville. Mass , Tranquility Orange held Its regular hostess were Mrs. Ayer. Mr. Hask
m^OTefct^
™
session Saturday evening in observ ell. Mr. Carter of Augusta. Mr. and
how to avoid miatakn—how to tell the genuine
Mrs. Harold Turner was a visitor ance of its 35th anniversary and was Mrs. David Hesselgrin of Union. Mr
Plunder tablets. named in honor ol F. H. i «_
. e-_.
largely attended. Visitors were pres and Mrs Olson of Warren, M’ and
Plunder. Ph O, -and avoid imitationa. Ut m Au6usta a few days last week.
ent from Equity. Hope. Albion. Mys Mrs Charles Salo. Mr and Mrs. Ro
pr
n'LL
‘
o
yo
u
r
,h
“
Donald
Cunningham
with
his
Pfunrierwill help you, by taking fifty treatments
without risiung a dime.
father and mother were business tic. Victor, Megunticook and Orand land Oushee, Mrs. Elizabeth Gushee
View At 7.30 a banquet was served, and Mrs. Alice Hall of Appleton.
Sheldon's Drug Store, 444 Main St! visitors ln Augusta Monday.
the menu consisting of hot baked
Through the courtesy of Mr. and
beans and brown bread, coffee, salads, Mrs. David Esancy, Carrie Cum
pastry, etc., and each of the three mings and Annie Ripley were entables was adorned with a handsome ] abled to listen in on the anniversary
birthday cake, donated by Mrs. R. S. service in Portland Sunday morn
Knight. Mrs. Hazel Pottle and Mrs
ing.
Marion Heald.
Following the supper the meeting
PALERMO
was called to order by Master Allen
Morton and an interesting historical
Mr and Mrs. C N. Quigg and Mrs
program of the Grange was present Hattie Moore of Augusta were guests
ed. Mrs. Annie Lermond gave a list Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. I. N. Quigg
of all charter members and offlcers
Mr and Mrs. Percy Saban spent
at the time of organization, installed Sunday at Maurice Towle’s.
by State Master Martin B. Hunt of
Merle Leeman of Winslow and
Belmont in 1898 The following char Warren Towle spent Saturday night
ter members were present. R. W. Har at Percy Saban's and attended the
dy (oldest on list), Mrs Alma Young, dance at East Palermo.
BETTER
Mrs. Belle Russ, Mrs. Carrie Hardy,
Mr and Mrs. F O. Tibbetts and son
COOKED
Mrs Lena Raulsen and Mrs. Annie Arthur were at Arthur Overlock's in
FOODS
Lermond. Past masters in attend South Liberty Sunday.
ance were J. H Pcavey. Edw. Good
With the new In
Road Commissioner Charles Han
•tant - Oaa Stove
win. J. S Mullen. Harold Dean and non with a crew of men and teams
you ran enjoy bet
trr cooked food*
Oeorge Hardy. In connection with Is smoothing the roads in East
«rith less work. In
less time and with
the observance the two oldest of hon Palermo.
leaa espenss
ored members. Mr Hardy and Mrs
Friends of Mrs. Anna Sukeforth
Young, were represented in the fourth who is boarding at Amelia Bradnew
generation by the attendance of the street's arc sorry to hear of her serilittle son of Mr. and Mrs. George I ous illness.
Hardy. Kenneth Roderick.
Lewis Day was at Quigg’s Mill one
Among those contributing to thc day last week
history of the Orange were J. S Mul
Thelma Day was home from Cony
LIGHT INSTANTLY
len. an original reading; Mrs. Lena High School over the weekend
Raulsen, original poem on offlcers and
Merritt Tibbetts was home from
Just strike a match, turn a
members; reading by Leland Nick Harrison over the weekend.
valve and you can start cooking
erson; a pleasingly carried out dia
Several fishermen were trying their
on the new Instant-Gas Stoves.
logue by Mrs. Athearn, Mrs. Morse luck at fishing on SheepGcott Lake
They light like gas . . instantly
and Mrs Nickerson; reading. Grace Sunday. The Ice left the pond the
They cook like gas. They bring
Parsons; piano solo, Louise Eugley; first of the week.
all the conveniences of city gas
duet, A. L. Young and Don Heal;
Archie Leeman spent the weekend
service right into your home ...
stories by visiting members. Repre at home from his studies at Bessc
no matter where you live. By
sentative Everett Hobbs of Hope and High.
the Coleman Safety Instant-Gas
Past Master Herbert Gould of Cam
method, they make and bum
den. also remarks by other Orange
LIBERTY
their own gas from regular
members; reading by Mrs Goners of
Equity Grange.
gasoline.
Mrs Mildred Pease of North Hope
with two children recently visited
Leaders in Style
HOPE
A DE LUXE SIX WITH 112-INCII WHEELBASE
STANDARD SIX WITII 108-INCH WHEELBASE
her mother Mrs. Edgecomb. who re
Welcome to the new neighbors, Mr.
It's easy to have all kinds of
turned home with th;m for a short
Everything you can ask for in
ERE’S important news!
OMETHING important has
Sedan sells for $510, F.O.B. .. .
and Mrs. Willard Wentworth and visit.
better cooked foods when you
a car is in the Plymouth De Luxe.
Today
Plymouth
presents
happened
when
Plymouth
America
’
s
lowest-priced
6-cylfamily, who recently moved here
have one of these modem stoves.
Rev. Mr. Burnham will preach his
There's speed, comfort, safety.
the NEW Standard Six! A big,
announces two new cars. This
inder 4-door Sedan. A six at the
from
Massachusetts.
They have every improved feat
farewell sermon at the Liberty Bap
And best of all . . . economy!
beautiful new automobile! A
part of the story is about the
price
of
a
four
...
and
a
Floating
L. A. Weaver, Virgil Mank and tist Church April 30 At present Mr.
ure for speed, cleanliness and
brilliant performer! Safel Com
new, long wheelbase De Luxe.
Power six at that, with Hydraulic
Lower gas hills, because dead
Neil Libby, were in Waldoboro last Burnham's plans are uncertain.
safety.
fortable 1 Economical to drive!
Brakes, and all the basic features
weight has been engineered out.
It
has
a
70-horsepower
six
.
..
Sunday on a fishing trip.
Miss Jessie Sutherland. State nurse,
that made Plymouth famous.
Lower upkeep, too!
with Floating Power engine
Floating Power engine mount
They set the style in beauty,
The Grange meeting and dinner was in town recently in the Interest
mountings.
Safety-Steel
Bodies
Go see these TWO NEW
Go
see
these
new
cars.
Ride
in
ings,
of
course.
Hydraulic
Brakes
tool Be sure to see the new
at noon last Saturday was well at of diphtheria inoculation.
. . . Hydraulic Brakes . . . Free
the new Plymouth Standard Six.
PLYMOUTHS. “Look at all
and Safety - Steel Bodies. A big,
models with enclosed fuel tanks,
tended and the entertainment by the
The Farm Bureau will meet May 3
Wheeling... and Rigid-X frames.
three”... and see how Plymouth
And don’t buy any low-priced
powerful, 70-h.p., 6-cylinder
with the new Rippletone porce
girls and boys of the 4-H Clubs was with Mrs. James Burkill.
car until you see what it offers.
again sets the pace in value.
engine. Large, roomy body.
The
radiator
has
been
restyled.
lain finish and the new attractive
good. Pomona Grange will meet
D. S. Walker has returned to New
More beautiful than ever... with
And the price is the biggest
PLYMOUTH DE LUXE SIX
here May 6.
colors. There are many modem
PLYMOUTH STANDARD SIX
York after a short stay at his home
bullet headlights,lacquered shell,
news of all. Today Plymouth
models . . all moderately priced.
An invitation is extended to here.
Patented Float
Patented Floatgleaming chromium grill.
matches competition dollar-foring Power en
ing Power en
everyone te be present at the Cor
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Rowell and
dollar . , , and on top of that
gine mountings.
gine mountings.
Best of all, the De Luxe is
ner School building next Sunday at daughter Olive of Thomaston were
Small downpay
ASK YOUR LOCAL DEALER
Small down pay
piles up value features that no
bigger
...
longer!
It
has
a
full
12 o'clock daylight time. Sunday calling on friends in town last Thurs
ment .. .conven
ment ...conven
body else can offer at the price.
AND UP
or write to
AND UF
112-inch
wheelbase
.
.
.
the
big

ient terms...low
ient terms... low
school classes will be formed under day.
gest low-priced six in America.
F. O. B. FACTORY delivered prices.
A Plymouth Standard 4-door
O. 8. FACTORY delivered prices.
the direction of Miss McKnight and
THE COLEMAN LAMP AND STOVE COMPANY
Mrs. D. T. McCurdy Is vsltlng her
assistants and your presence will aid daughter Mrs. Amor in Peabody.
Wichita, Kant.
Chicago, III.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Loa Angelas, Calif.
THE TWO NEW PLYMOUTH SIXES ARE SOLD BY DODGE, DE SOTO AND CHRYSLER DEALERS
in making them successful.
Mass.

“Let’s see you
do it, Dad!”

I

i Mr anc*

SHREDDED WHEAT

There Is So
Much Bunk

Modem Gas Cooking Service
—No Matter Where You Live

' TWO NEW
PLYMOUTHS
AMAZING NEW LOW PRICES!.. LONGER .. MORE BEAUTIFUL!

Th.

Qaieman
Instant-fias Stoves

A

S

H

*445

f.

«

495

Lvery-Other-Day
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! Spear. Miss Annie Starrett, Victor!
parish will sponsor a food1 sale in j
WARREN
EAST FRIENDSHIP
__
Hills, Marguerite Simmons, Mrs.
Walsh's store on Main street. A
Beatrice Benner has returned irom
William Barrett returned Tuesday Emma WyUie, Fred Wyllie, Beverly J
Albert Condon who has been em- wide variety of foods will be obtainable at very reasonable prices. The Rcekland.
I from Boston where he spent the past cogan, Roger Teague. Rev. Howard
ployed as foreman of the Oray
A Welch. Elizabeth Kenniston, Mrs
Boats for the past eight years, has regular fcod sale committee is in J Mr. and Mrs Carl Fales were in week.
Mystic Rebekah Lodge has atcepted Lillian Simmons, Priscilla Hastings.
accepted a position with the I. L. charge. Orders may be placed with Portland Monday.
j an invitation to exemplify the Re Irvin Spear. Mrs. Eva Cogan. Joyce
Snow Co. of Rockland as foreman Mrs. Robert Watts. High street. Mrs.
A v Qrafton, Will Lermond, Walbekah decree at Good Luck' Lodge of Butler, Mrs. Grace Wyllle. Mrs. Mar
carpenter and joiner, and yard su Orace Payson, Mrs. Albert Hall and tcr Autio. Mr. Kraft, Austin Orne and
Waldoboro the evening of May 2 tha Welch, Louie Cogan, Richard
perintendent.
Mrs. Maude Pillsbury.
Roscoe Marshall were in Warren
Laura Hardy of North Berwick, war- Butler. Howard Welch, Jr., Mrs. M.
Er. and Mrs. Karl Woodcock and Tuesday burning blueberry land for den of the Rebekah Assembly of. r. Robinson, Robert Wyllie, Mrs. Car
Miss Florence Hyler of Portland
was in town Tuesday. She is one of children of Lewiston are visiting his Capt. Allie Demutli.
Maine will be present.
j rie Butler, Alfred Wyllie.
the prosperous business women of m< iher Mrs. Jessie Wcodccclt at the
Austin Orne was in South WaldoSunday callers on Mr. and Mrs
• • • •
that city, at present visiting her sis family heme on Meadow road, Mrs. boro Sunday.
Chester Wyllie were Mr. and Mrs
Guest Night At Woman's (Tub
Wcodcwk having come up from
ters in Rockland and Thomaston.
Beatrice Havener has returned to QWen Lermond of Vinalhaven, lately
The 140 members and guests who
school at Thomaston after a vacation returned from Sarasota. Fla., and Mr were present guest night, held SaturThe prizewinners in the contest Cushing to entertain them.
The regular meeting of Grace of one week.
open to high school pupils in a 1200and Mrs. A. J. Nichols and daughter ^ay evening by the Woman's Club.
1500 word essay on the subject "Our Chapter O.ES. was held Wednesday
Thomas Benner of the vil’ag' was Ruth of Rockland
were entertained with a musical pro
Flag," sponsored by the American evening. After the close of the session a caller at A. V. Grafton's Tuesday
Those from Mystic Rebekah Lodge gram. introduced by original poetry
legion Auxiliary, have been an- a farewell party was held in honor
Mr and Mrs. Mello. Mr. and Mrs V. and Warren Lodge. IOOF.. who at- composed by Mrs. Louie Drewett,
nounced: First prize, of $5 to Charles j cl Miss Thelma Linscott who has C. Cameron and Mrs. Walter Towns- j t^ded the anniversary Sunday ob- chairman of the committee and read
W Spear, sophomore; second prize been active in the chapter and is leav- ~ntT~'j West Boothbay Harbor were servance last Sunday at Keith's The- by Mrs. F.orence Gardiner with her
ol »3 to Eleanor Pottle of Friendship, j ing this week for Lewiston, which will caUe_‘ at Mr; Austm Ornes Mon. atre. Portland, were Mr. and Mrs. characteristic efficiency. The projunior; third prize of $2 to Ralph be the next residence of the Charles rfa“ ‘
Percy Bowley. Miss Doris Bowley. Mr. gram:
navi,
iudzes were : Linscott family. Miss Unscof. will be
Qf and Mrs. M. S Hahn. Charles Young.
Davis, snnhnmore.
sophomore. The
The judges
popular sengs by instrumental duet:
Mrs. R. O. Elliot, Rev. H. F. Leach much missed especially in the chapter Thomaston have employment at the Mr and Mrs. Edwin Gammon. Mrs piano. Mrs Drewett. violin. Miss Beaand the Federated Church where she
Laura Robinson. Mrs. L D Gammon, uice Ha«kell; "Mother Machree."
and Miss Mary McPhail.
home of Fred McLellan.
Austin Gammon. Miss Helen Hill and tenor soio by Chester Wyllie. Mrs.
Dr. B H Keller came nome from has been an active worker.
Fred Shuman oi Waldoboro was- in Mrs. Nancy Clark
Albert Robinson has returned from
Jessie Walker as Mother Machree;
Knox Hospital Tuesday. He re
the Deaconess Hospital in Boston | ‘Gwr- Tuesday.
Mrs Ella Hart and daughter M.ss,..gweet Rc ie O'Grady." waltz clog.
mained but a short time before leav
Fannie Copeland has returned Ethel Hart of Rockland were recent
Miss Irene Young of Thomaston; as
ing for Oakland. Me., to spend a His health is unproved.
heme after a, week of employment at guests of Mr. and Mrs Dexter Hart
an encore Miss Young gave an Irish
There was a mix-up of automobiles the home of Mrs. Austin Ome. where
week with his sister and her hus
Mrs, Merrill Payson and Infant Jig; "School Days." duet. Miss Mar
band, Dr. and Mrc. R. C. Simmons, in front of the Levensaler block about later she will return for two months.
daughter Faye Lucy have returned
The remains of Mrs. Louise Ben 4 oclock Wednesday afternoon. Mr
L, E. Burns was in Thomaston from Thomaston, from the home ol guerite Haskell, soprano. Gerald
Brown tenor; "Back in the Old Sun
ner. formerly of Warren, who died in Burkett and daughter-in-law of Cam Wednesday.
Mrs Luther Clark.
day School," duet, Miss Pauline Star
Alabama, were received here by Mr. den were driving down Main street,
Sunday morning services at the rett and Charles Wilson; "Carry Me
the
woman
at
the
wheel,
when
a
car
Sawyer, undertaker, Monday and
VINALHAVEN
usual hour at the Congregational Back To Old Virginny," tenor solo
taken Tuesday to North Warren coming up the street from Rockland
Church Anniversary Sunday will be by Percy Kenniston; "Way Down
'
cut
across
in
front
of
them.
The
cars
Mrs.
Vincent
Mace
and
daughter
where burial services were held.
came together with such force that Patricia of San Francisco, Ca'.if.. are observed at the evening service by Upon the Swanee River." ladies'
Rev. H. I Holt officiated.
Warren Lodgb, IOOF., and Mystic quartet: scpranas. Mrs. Nettie Vinal.
Mrs. T. W. Pease and Mrs. Roger the windshield in the Camden car spending the summer with her par- Rebekah Lod;e.
Mrs Ruby Kalloch. altos. Mrs. Mary
Skillings of Bath are guests of Mrs. was broken, a piece of the glass cat- ents. Mr. and Mrs. Edward Coombs
• • • •
Berry, Mrs. Alice Brown; closing
ting
Mr.
Burkett's
hand.
The
Rock

at
their
summer
home
on
Gunlow
A. H Pillsbury. Green street.
Sunday morning topic at the Bap selections by tlie entire chorus that
land
car
was
badly
broken
up
but
Lsland.
Edward O B. Burgess went to Bos
Mrs George Newtert will entertain tist Church will be "Taking Account had participated in the entertain
without injury’ to the occupants. A
ton Tuesday on a vacation trip.
new car owned by F. D. Elliot, parked tire Washington Club Saturday eve ot Stock;” Bible school at noon; ment.
• • • •
Christian Endeavor at 6. At 7 an in
Mrs. Drewett served as accompanist.
Mr and Mrs. George E. Littlefield in front of the block, was struck and ning at her home.
teresting evening is planned, the All the numbers were particularly
somewhat
damaged.
The
rear
end
ol
Harry
L.
Ccombs
returned
Tuesday
of Rorkland and Miss Phyllis Wat
ladies of the church to have charge pleasing, done in costume, and re
son of Thomaston motored to Union. it had to be lifted to release the car from Rockland where he visited hls
of everything with the exception oi minded one cf the illustrated songs
that
collided
with
it.
wife,
who
is
a
patieht
at
Knox
HospiLiberty and Washington Sunday
the brief address by the pastor. There seen hi theatres some years ago. The
The Methodist Ladies' Aid Lad a tai.
and called upon friends and rela
walking meeting at the vestry on
Mrs. Joseph Hutchinson is spend- will be an opening song service with audience was delighted with the tap
tives.
Mrs. Louie Drewett at the organ ana lancing of Miss Irene Young of Thom
Hyler street Wednesday with a good ing the week in Rockland,
Thomaston High baseball team is
attendance and a fine tanner.
Mrs Emil Coombs entertained tne Mrs Grace Wyllie at the piano Mrs aston, who has been present at club
booked for a return game at Ells
Edzar Libby has gone to Boston and Needlecraft Club at her home Wed- Drewett will also play a violin obu- affairs more than once as entertainer,
worth next Saturday.
----- '
,
, I
hie rptnm will
acconmaried bv nesday evening, in honor of the birth- gato. and Miss Beatrice Haskell ana proving herself to be an able accom
All services at the Baptist Church •
'
open
anniversary ol Mrs J. Herbert Mrs. Drewett a violin duet. In adfli- panist at these and other affairs.
next Sunday will be cn daylight Thcmas Vernier ah,0'affi open the
t,on the ladies'quartet will sing. Mrs
Sandwiches, cake and fruit punch
Xty^s^B^™! thT^lngtf izTvenner and Miss
Edgar Sukeforth of Rockland >. Carrie Butler and Mrs Doris Over- were served under the direction ot
the guest of his father. Miles Suke- lock, sopranos. Mrs Avis Norwood and Mrs Alzada Simmons and Mrs Mary
Te Deum" and Cast Thy Burden Bickmcre.
Mrs. Hazel Pease altos
Moore, daintily decorated plates and
forth.
Upon the Lord, from the "Elijah." : Miss Frances Bourne is employed
Thirty-six members of the Woman s cups being used.
The seniors of Vinalhaven High
Raymond K. Greene will sing by re fcr a time at the Boston office of A. School have been awarded class parts Club were present Tuesday evening
• Do you regard poker as a gen
quest, "Gloria." by Buzzi-Peccia. C. McLoon & Co.
for graduation as follows: Dorothy as guests of the Community Club at
tleman's
game?"
For the evening service at 7 special
Union.
Numbers
on
the
program
fur

Asiaia, valedictory; Ellen Georgeson.
STRAND_____
THEATRE
"So far as that goes," replied Cac
plans have been made. Miss Evan
salutatory; Althea Small, prophecy: nished by the Warren Club included
geline Paquin has arranged a small: Maurice Chevalier comes Friday Grace Robinson, history; Josephine "Perfect Day" and "Out of the Dusk tus Joe, “it's like every other game
orchestra to accompany the voices. ] and Saturday in "A Bedtime Story." Sanborn, class will; Erdine Calder- To You." contralto solos, by Miss Hll- from politics to penny ante.
and all who enjoy singing are urged 1 Helen Twelvetrees, Edward Everett wood. gifts. The class officers are: da Aspey; "Charge of the Uhlans. Whether it's a gentleman's game or
not depends entirely cn who happens
to be present. The girls of the
Horton. Adrienne Ames, and Baby President, Althea Small; vice presi- Piano duet. Mrs Louie Drewett and
junior choir will sing "Ave Maria" by I
d.nt. Walter Lyford: treasurer, Er- Mrs Carrie Smith; "Silver Threads to be playin' it.”—Washington Etar.
Leroy, head the cast which supports
Mozart, Margaret McMillan violinist ;
dine Calderwood: tecretary, Dorothy Among the Gold." transcription-piano
and Betty Brown pianist, accom- ' the French star.
Asiaia.
I solo. Mrs. Louie Drewett; two readOUR I UN IOR PUZZLE
The story opens with Maurice's reponying. The boys of the junior
The remains of Miss Arlena Kcs- ings by Mrs. Laura Brackett,
Charles
Prescott
'
turn
to
his
Parts
a
P&rtn>
ent
'
after
a
choir assisted by
suth. accompanied by her parents
Mrs Kathryn Overlock returned
will give a number and Miss Me- voyage to Africa, and his discovery
and Mrs WjlUs Kossuth, were Friday afternoon from Belmont.
Millan will play the offertory solo, 1 hat someone has abandoned a baby brought here Monday for burial. Mass. where she was the guest ot
Mrs. McMillan accompanying.
in his car He calls the police to take Services were held in Union Church her daughter nnd eon-in-law.
All services at St. John Baptist ; it away, but by thc time the gen- Wednesday at 2 o'clock.
Miss Louise Grinnell who has been
-----------------the guest of Mrs. Clarence Peabody
Church next Sunday will be on day- darmes have arrived, he has become
APPLETON RIDGE
the past week, returned Tuesday tc
light time: Holy eucharist, 9 a, m.; . s0 amused and delighted by the
------j her home in Union.
church school. 10.30 a m.; evensong, j youngster that he won't hear of getMrs Susie Miller and daughter
Among those who have returned
5 30 p. tn.; (Please note the change ting rid Of It. Instead, he calls an
in the hour of evensong). This Sun- agency and orders them to send him were
u Wednesday ot last week to their schoo’s after having spent the
day is being celebrated throughout a nurse, and. while awaiting her ar- of ter £is:crMrs MaSel Meservey.
pa6t week with relatives here are Miss
the nation as President's Day. Fit- rival, he and Horon. his valet, get
antMrs B°land Edgecomo Benha Surrett, aho went Saturday
ting cognizance of this fact will be into onc amusing difficulty after the “d
to Malden. Miss Lucy Teague to Cranof last week of Mr and Mrs. Free ford. N. J, Miss Eula Skinner to
Uken at all services. Fr. Franklin's other attempting to attend to the
Robbins in Ghent, Searsmont. .
Waterville, and Miss Lillian Russell
sermon will be from Mark 12:17 baby’s needs. The picture reaches a
.A1* ’
Friends in this place of Dr B H. to Boston Sunday
Saturday afternoon, April 29. the ’ hilarious climax—adv.
4$
Keller of Thomaston, are holding
• •
ibj.y
41
best wishes for him and hoping to see
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Waltz ot
^\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\^^^^^^
him soon recovered from his recent Keene, N H. are guests this week ot
•Ite
•3*
accident.
Mr and Mrs V. A. Rokes.
* ”
The condition of Frank Fuller,
Lindley Wiley spent the weekend
■5
"l
a_grf.at.
Wlth his sister.
Perc>’ Moor«
rheumatism
for
nearly
three
months
The good old summer time te right at our door. Let's hope that
Mrs Elizabeth Leach is spending a
’5
“Happy Days Are Here .Again.” We are abundantly supplied with
past, has improved and he now ex few days with Mrs. Maynard Leach
;x«-.
all kinds of Summer Clothing to keep you comfortable.
pects to return home soon. He was at Union
in the Belfast Hospital several
IA .
/ The seniors of Warren High School
39c, 53c
BOYS' UNION SUITS .......................... -..........weeks, then was removed to the home will hold a social Friday evening at
59c, 75c, $1 09
MEN'S UNION SUITS
..................
, of Mrs. Cooper, where he has since Olover hall.
MEN'S RUNNING PANTS AND SHIRTS .............. .... »..... 25c, 53c
l>
i been boarding in order to be near the
Clarence Peabody has' installed a
10c, 13c, 25c
DRF.SS STOCKINGS
..............-.....................
doctor. A few weeks a?o he had ex new steel Victor electric milk cooling
!•
.........
59c,
$1.00
DRESS SHIRTS
...................................... —. .....
tracted 20 teeth which the doctors cabinet, considered the best modem
.......... 59c, 69c
BOYS' BLOUSES AND SHIRTS
BUSY DAYS
had considered might te at the root method for cooling bottled milk.
59c,
$1
00,
$1
50
CHILDREN'S WASH SUITS............. -.......... -...........
j
of
the
trouble.
*
"I
must
be very busy these
Callers Sunday on Mr and Mrs.
BOYS' SWEATERS...................................................... .... $1.00, $1.50
A western drama in four acts, “An Percy Moore were Mrs Marjorie Mac- day»!" cries Lizzy as she marches
...................
59c
CHILDREN’S MICKEY MOUSE SWEAT SHIRTS
__ of Rockland.
____
_ Cora Mac- forth with her broom over her
$2.00, $2 59 g Arizona Cowboy,” was presented at____
BOYS' ZIPPER JACKETS
Farland
Mr.s.
.............. $3.00 2 Riverside hall by the Appleton Dra- Orland of Union, Ind Etfcar" Wiley shoulder. "The dust and dirt is
MEN'S ZIPPER JACKETS
no worse but there are a great
OVEKALLS of all kinds for men and hoys ............. 50c, 79c, $1.00 2 mafic Club. Friday evening to a large o{ Warren
yuny other things that need
| audience. The parts were all so well
Miss
r?cebel
sweeping up.” If you want to
PJi a e r< mi uber that goods purchased here are always return i taken it would be hard to select any intQ
of the £ Jst see what the other things are,
able if not satisfactory, and money will be cheerfully refunded. You S, for special mention. The play was Church at baptismal
a[ thf lake a pencil and join all the
must be satisfied.
coached by Principal Stanley Eaton Sunday morning worshjp
numbered dots together, starting
g and was well done from start to
Athleen Tlfcbetts of Rockland wa3 with dot number one and ending
< finish. The cowboy songs between guest lasl wwk Qf Mfs UUjan c with dot number forty-two. You
will get a word of six letters.
Z acts by Miss Chrystal Stanley and Simmons
* Edward Ames in costume, with piano
Carlton Grpgory of
and stringed accompaniments, re- cently vUjUd hjs gran£,parcnts M.
ceived very hearty applause. A dance and Mn> w pfank
followed with music by Mrs. Helen
_ __
.
1
The following 29 men bers of the
Johnson and “Bert" Thurston. The Baptist Sunday school, were awarded
cast: Farley Gantt. Floyd Gushee;
u .i
r, j
the gun-metal buttons Sunday by
Paul Quillian, Donald Hall; Duke T,vi__
„ ■ , - . ,
J
„ Irving Spear, superintendent, for
Blackshear. Edward Ames; Hezek.ah the[r attcndanee recQrds lhe
Bugg. John Gushee; You Kee. Stan- [ (hree mon{hs
I
...ui.uira, Jeanette Overlock,
ley Eaton; Big Elk, Maurice Butler;
Virginia Wyllie, Olive Teague. Edith
Grizzly Grimm. Nelson Moody; Mar- French. Frances Moore, Mrs. Bertha
guerite Moore, Lucy Moody; Mrs.
BARGAIN
NOTICE
Petunia Bugg, Mrs. Evelyn Pitman;
In accordance with the rules and
I Cora'.ie Blackshear, Alice Moody; regulations of Its Savings Department.
HUNTERS
Fawn Afraid, Muriel Robbins; Young The Security Trust Corrfpany hereby
notifies all the depositors therein that
You'll find it interest
Un, Ruth Moody.
Interest on such deposits after the first
dav of July. 1833. will be at the rate of
ing and profitable . . .
3T per annum
"What is the opposite of sorrow?
and you'll find the
SECURITY TRUST COMPANY.
By M R PILLSBURY. President.
asked the teacher.
BARGAINS you're
Rockland. Maine. April 25. 1933
"Joy," answered the lad.
looking for.
ANNUAL MEETING
"And the opposite of misery? purThe annual meeting of the Corpora
tors of the Rockland SaVIngs Bank will
: ued the teacher.
be held at thelr Banking Rooms Wed
nesday. May 10, 1933. at 1030 o'clock
"Happiness," said the pupil.
. j ^ . . ..
_
..
.
•„ a m.. for the choice of officers for the
And what is the opposite of woe? ensuing year and the transaction of
as the next question.
I 8UCh other business as may properly
STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC.
7
1 come before the meeting.
WANT ADS
"G:ddap!" was thc quick response
rockland savings bank
By EDWARD J. HELLIER Treas.
—
Christian
Science
Monitor.
PHONE ROCKLAND US
Rockland, Maine, April 27, 1933
50-lt
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WHITE HOUSE AGAIN
SEES KIDS AT PLAY

FOR SUE

Grandchildren of Roose
velt Make Things Lively.
Washington.—The ring of child
luugliter through the White liouse,
heard but seldom since tlie de
parture of the family of Theodore
Roosevelt many years ago, again
will resound as another Roosevelt
settles down to residence there for
four years.
Although the Franklin D. Roose
velt children are grown, the young
est being nearly eighteen, grand
sons and granddaughters can he
counted on to furnish much “copy"
of tlie kind that convulsed the na
tion when their dlstaut cousins oc
cupied the limelight.
Three of President nnd Mrs.
Roosevelt's children are married.
All of them are rearing families.
Mrs. Anna Roosevelt Dali, the
blond daughter, who will spend a
great deal of her time at the White
House, lias two children, a girl and
a boy.
Jumes Roosevelt, who married
Betsy Cushion of Boston, ls the fa
ther of Sara Delano Roosevelt.
Elliott Roosevelt, whose wife wns
Elizabeth Donner of Philadelphia, Is
the father of William Donner Roose
velt. better known to the family
as "Young Bill.”
Two Still Infants.
The Dali children will be the only
ones who will be able to romp und
play for some time to come as the
other two are still In the baby stage.
Of the former, there is Anna
Eleanor, known to everyone as "sistle." The boy, Curtis Roosevelt Dali,
is best kDown as "Buzzie.”
They are nicknames that grew out
of the pronunciation of each others'
names by the little sister and
brother.
Slstle and Buzcie were frequent vis
itors at Hyde Park and to the Roose
velt home in New York city.
Little Anna Eleanor, who resem
bles her mother, already Is showing
a fondness for outdoor sports so
characteristic of the Roosevelts. At
flve and a half she rides a saddle
pony very well. She also ls showing
great aptitude for swimming.
Sara Delano Roosevelt, the daugh
ter of James and Betsy, was named
for her great-grandmother, the moth
er of the President.
William Donner Roosevelt Is two
months old.
Two of the children of President
and Mrs. Roosevelt will make the
White House thelr permanent home.
They are John and Franklin, Jr.,
both of them students at Groton
school in Massachusetts, where the
latter, like hls father, played on the
football team. He will enter college
ln the fall.
Both of the younger sons are ex-:
tremcly popular and much sought
after for social affairs in which the
younger set participates. They are
devoted to outdoor sports.
Only occasionally did childish
laughter — and sobs — reverlierate
through the White House during the
regime of President Hoover.
The Infrequent visits of hls three
grandchildren, sons of Herbert Hoo
ver, Jr., were all too infrequent as
far as the President was concerned.
Other Roosevelts Recalled.
The White House was a particu
larly lively spot during the regime
of President Theodore Roosevelt and
the six youngsters who moved in
with him. Alice, Theodore and
Kermit were beginning to feel
grown up when their father took of
fice. His other children, Archie
and Quentin, however, were young
enougli to embarrass their father,
frighten their mother, and lead
White House servants a merry
chase.
Thomas Lincoln, eight-year-old
“Tad” when his martyred father be
came President, ran them a close
second. "Tad” wore an army uni
form, drilled the White House serv
ants, and waxed wrathy when they
didn't do squads right to suit him.
Other White House children who
have stood out in the nation's mem
ory Include:
Mary Donelson, the grandchild
whom Andrew Jackson called “the
sunshine of the White House."
Esther Cleveland, one of the few
children born in the White House.
Susanna Adams, tlie first to play
In the executive mansion.
Charlie Taft, who took a copy of
“Treasure Island” to his father's in
augural so he would not be bored
If the President's first speech hap
pened to be dull.

' LOST AND FOUND •

"More For Less” Values for this
week: Domino E'ine Granulated
Sugar, 1U0 lb. bags, $4.65; 25 lb.
bagt:, $1.19; 10 lb. bags, 48e. Pills
bury’s Best Flour, 79c; Occident
Fluur. 89c; Stover’s Pride Flour,
65c; Best Family Flour 59c; Pastry
Flour 59c; “More For Less” Scratch
Feed, $1.50; "More For Less” Egg
Mash with Nopco XX Oil, $1.63:
“More For Less" 20 Percent Dairy
Fred, $1.33; Stover’s Pride 20 Per
cent Dairy Feed, $1.53; Fancy Corn,
(Tacked Corn and Meal, $1.05:
Oats, 95c. The above are only a
lew of the many "More For Leas”
values offered by this concern
today, all prices subject to ex
haustion of stork on hand, owing
lo rapidly advancing commodity
markets and refusal of all Western
shippers to make prices on future
offerings until there is a radical
change of conditions. You will
never buy so cheap again. All thr
above prices arr way below our
costs of replacement, thereby sav
ing thc people, farmers and deal
ers of Southern Maine thousands
of dollars in advances if acted upon
immediately. There has been a
terrific rise In all commodities this
past week. All we can say is, we
will give you “More For Less" here
at all times. Dollars are going
down, flour, feed, grain, sugar and
commodity prices are rising rapid
ly. You can double .vour money by
investing in commodities today.
Deliveries
anywhere
wanted.
Wholesale and Retail Distributors
in Southern Maine for the famous
Elmore Feeds, Lehigh cement and
land lime.
STOVER'S CASH
GRAIN STORED DISTRIBU
TORS for STOVER FEED MFG.
CO. On track 86 Park St, Rock
land. Just below Armour’s. Tel.
1200.
48tf

WHITE poodle dog lost, brown ears,
name Prince on collar. FRANK COOK.
61 Tillson Ave., Rockland.
50*52
LARGE male blue tick fox hound lost,
large black spots on buck. Notify MERL
SIDELINGER. Washington. Tel. 5-3
49*51

FOR SALE
THREE small places for sale, suitable
| for henneries. 3 to 15 acres, $750 to
$850
V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St.
Tel. 1080___________
45-tf

' A FEW Johnson seed beans for sale.
I EDWIN F NASH. Thomaston. R F D 1
Tel. Warren 10-31.
50-52

POWER boat for sale. 36 ft. long. *23
h. p. Red Wing engine, two scallop
Crags. Brownie hoist. Kinney friction
clutch, sprocket chains, ready for fish
ing or dragging. Apply W L. TEEL,
67 Park St.________________________ 50-52
GARDENS ploughed, and Dressing for
sale In any quantity. C. F. PRESCOTT.
Tel. 76-J.
'
49*51

|

PRESSED HAY for sale.
CREIOHTON. Warren. Me

S

H.
49*54

GOOD, gentle, new milch Jersey cow
and calf for sale; easy milker. MINA
A

WOODCOCK

Cushlni

THREE molasses hogsheads for sale,
i hold about 125 gBl*. each
l i rtiii/ci.
loma. bone meal, sheep dressing, garden
' and hower seeds, seed potatoes, pulnts.
j oil and varnishes J. A JAMESON CO.
Rockland. Phone 17.
49-51

HORSE for sale, flve years old. sound,
FRANK
i CALDERWOOD. Union. Me
49*51
1

i good worker, weight 1400 lbs.

BLACK LOAM for sale for lawn and
for flower-beds
SIDNEY II. BENNER
| Tel 962 _______________
48*50

!

St. REGIS Raspberry plants and How
ard 17 strawberry plants for sale OVER
NESS SARKESIAN. 157 Middle St Tel
568-W______________________ *
48-57

I

| SMALL farm for sale ut small price at
j West Washington, on Rt 101. House
, newly papered and painted. ERNB8T
C. DAVIS. Fuller-Cobb-Davls
46-tf
1 WAYSIDE LUNCH shop on mam
highway for Mio, price repeonable*
I CALL WARREN 15-41
48‘50
DRY WOOD under cover, fitted, $10;
I Junks. $8
O. H. CRIE. Thomaston.
' Tel. 122-2.
35,tf

I
TO LET
;
jw***************w
NEW DODGE — Plymouth, also -22
I

I Buick sedan. 28 Buick tour passengt r
coupe. '29 Dodge D. A sedan. 30 Old
I sedan. '30 Ford Tudor. '31 Plymouth se1 dan. and others
Cash, terms, trade.
HENRY K ALLEN. Tenant's Harbor Me.
Tel. 8007
49*51
j MODERN OFFTCES In Odd Fellows
Advertisement* tn this column not to
foimerly occupied by Dr Fogg
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
,Dr.
_ A?P,y ,A
, Bt-AlScents. three times for 50 cents. Addi- \ D£*^L. 5 Park St.. Rockland. Tel 255
tlonal lines flve cents each for one time,___________________________________ 50-53
10 cents for three times. Six words
LIGHT housekeeping apartment to let.
make a line.
all newly renovated MINNIE MILES 31
Ocean St. Tel 618-W
49-51
FURNISHED, heated anartment to let.
I
Inquire 14 MASONIC ST.
50-tf
♦
FIVE ROOM apartment to let. ail
Inquire DAVID
♦
4 modern Improvements
49-tf
K**************p RUBENSTEIN. Tel. 1285.
SIX room house with garage. Camden
TO HIRE a farm for one year from
owner, option to buy; 10 acres of wood, St., to let. Low rent to reliable tenant.
seven acres field, on good road, ln or CALL 493-W 9 to 12 a m. or 1 to 4 p. m.
44-tf
near Tenant's Harbor, buildings ln good
condition State lowest cash price, full
HALF house to let at 17 Warren Stdetails in first letter. Address J T. seven rooms conveniently arranged and
R 3. Box 57. Derry Village N H
49*51 pleasant; also two garages. Inquire 12
WARREN ST
38-tf
WILL BUY or rent farm Write facts
HOUSE at 22 Oak St to let a l mod"
and price to C. C GOVE Oen Del.
ern.
newly
renova
ted,
six
rooms.
$20.
Augusta. Me.
50*52
Call ALBERT PETERSON at FullerLADY’S bicycle wanted
Must be in Cobb-Davls.
46-tf
good condition. PHONE 40. Rockland
"UNFURNISHED apartment fct 7 'Tak
49-51 bot Ave., to let about May 1. four sunny
SIX young men wanted, from 15-20. rooms and bath, oil heat MRS A. H
willing to work
Apply DOWNYFLAKE JONES _Phone 576
47-tf
DOUGHNUT SHOP. 6 Park St . Rock
AVAILABLE for rent four desirable
land
50-lt tenements.
Main. Grove. Grace. Court
WANTED- Stock to pasture MILTON Sts
ERNEST C. DAVIS. Fuller-CobbPHILBROOK. Head of the Bay
49*51 Davls.
WANTED -Two men with cars, neat
DOWNSTAIRS rent at 13 MAVERICK
appearing, for special sales work Must ST. to let. flve rooms and garage. $13;
be willing workers and agreeable to fol electric lights.
48*50
low Instructions Intensive training given
SIX room house to let. bath, electric
to right men Apply to E R STEARNS lights,
gas
MRS E C. GRANT. 184
C. M Power Co.. 53 Union St.. Thursday South Main
St. Tel. 526-M
43-tf
5 p. m. or Friday 9 am.
50*lt
THREE furnished rooms for light
POSITION as chef or order cook want
ed Best of references. H. T. PERRY. housekeeping to let. Modern. MILTON
42-tf
Grace St.. City.
*U M ORIFFIN. 25 Ocean St.
TENEMENTS to let. $10. $12. $14 $15.
WASH1NOS and Ironings wanted.
MRS A LARSON. 77 Cedar St. Tel $20. $25 per month HERBERT B BAR
40-tf
48*50 TER Call 25 or 1017-J.
948-M
SEVERAL tenements to lei. moder
PERMANENT TERRITORY, with large
clientele of satisfied customer! recently ately priced Call at C M BLAKE WALL
40-tf
vacated and now open to responsible PAPER STORE. Northend
person
Experience helpful but not i WELL furnished apt. of 3 rooms with
necessary
Write REALSILK HOSIERY toilet, shed and piazza. 12 KNOX ST.
MILLS 142 High St . Portland. Maine, Tel. 156-W._______________
39-tf
stating qualifications.
49*51
LAWN ROLLER to let at very low rate.
Called for and delivered. Heavy water
ballast roller. Phone 791. CRIE HARnW'ARE CO.. 408 Main St
40-tf
THREE room furnished apartment to
1 let.
t *4
ta wees
week v
V r STUDLEY, 283 Main
St. Tel 1080
35-tf
FOUR ROOM apartment to let also
three room furnished apartment, both
heated and
newly
finished. MRS.
FROST Tel. 318-W
39-tf
FURNISHED apurtment to let, two
rooms and private bath. 192 LIMEROCK
1 ST. Tel. 600 or 211-M
_________ 39-tt
APARTMENT of flve rooms aud bath,
second floor, at 34 Plearant St. Inquire
ANNE V. FLINT Tel. 1013-M.
33-tf
HEATED apartments, all modern, four
rooms Apply at
nt CAMDEN
--------- 81 ROCK
LAND WATER co
CO Tel. 634.
39-tt

In Everybody’s Column

He Pay* Hi* Interest
With Pinch of Cotton
Muskogee, Okla.—Tlie problem of
computing interest on n seven-cent
loan due the Federal Seed loan of
fice baffled E. P. Roberts, a farmer.
A banker advised lilin tliat 5 per
cent Interest on tlie seven cents
since 1931 was four nnd one-third
mills. His cotton dealer suggested
payment be made in kind and re
vealed that one ounce of cotton
wns worth four and nne-thlrd mills.
So Roberts wrn| a-d tlie seven
cents lr. an ounce of cotton and
mailed it to his cred 'or.

A Good Egg: 8x7 Inches
Flemington, X. J.—If you don’t be
lieve tills go out to William King's
farm In Raritan township and see
the egg. It measures 8% Inches by
7 Indies and weighs six ounces. It
waa laid by n Rhode Island Red.

WANTED

H***************ii
• EGGS AND CHICKS;

BABY CHIX. Wyllle's 8tr*ln 8. C Reds R — — — *****^***«.*g|
One quality -the Best, tlo per hundred
F H WYLLIE 4 SON. Thomaston. Me.
R 1 Phone Warren 10-6.
39-tl |
tvnkN you are planning tu sen youi i ’
t
chicken* and fowl, call PETER EDWARDS. Tel. 806-J. Rockland.
39-tf
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times,
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
I
Ing eggs, priIces to ault the tlmea. AL- : ___________________________________ 39-tf
BION WOTTON. Friendship. Me.
26*52
UNUSUAL SALES opportunity for one
LOOK: MAY CHICKS 6 cents each , man; must be of neat appearance capaR I. Reds of highest quality, my own ble and Industrious and have a car.
hatching. Call and see them. Must 1 Apply MR LUCAS. Thorndike Hotel 7
have our order now
Also chicks of p m Thursday, or 1 p tn. Friday 50*lt
any age. A. C. HAWE8. Union.____ I paper-HANgTno; PAINTINO Inside
NATURAL ground sea shell* are Deal 1 or out. first class work prices reasonable
for poultry By ton. $8 delivered. Write VAN RUSSELL. 7 Bunker St Tel 950-R
ALFRED RAWLEY. Long Cove, Me
i
48-50
8. C. R. I. Red chicks three years slate
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rockaccredited. price according to number ] land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
Chickens are now the farmers best bet solicited. H. C. RHODES Tel 519-J
Eggs for hatching. Write for prices E
”
'
so.tf
C. TEAGUE, Warren. Me. Tel. 13-42.
LAWN MOWERS sharpened. Satisfac
39-tf
tion guaranteed. Called for and deliv
ered. Prompt service Phone 791. CRIE
1 HARDWARE CO.. 408 Main St., City
The engaged pair were talking over
40-tf
KEYS! KEYS! KEY£! Keys made to
the future.
order. Keys made to flt locks when
"Darling," she
"when we are original keys are lost. House, Ofllce or
married you'll have a woman in the Car. Code books provide keys for all
locks without bother
Scissors and
house who really knows how to cook." Knives sharpened Prompt service Rea
sonable prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO ,
He looked surprls?d.
408 Main St.. Rockland. Tel 791.
40-tf
"But, dearest," he said happily. "I ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at Bll times.
Prompt
service.
CRIE
HARDWARE
CO.
didn't know that you were a good
26-tl

; MISCELLANEOUS

cook."
She shrugged her shoulders.
“I'm not,” came her reply, "but
when we're married my mother is ♦
Fir3t Guy—“She treats her hus- coming to live with us."—Answers
[ band like a Grecian god "
If you have a cottage to let or
(London).
desire summer boarders advertise the
fact In this paper where thousands
Second Guy—"How's that?"

Summer Cottages

First Guy—"She places l burnt
[ offering before him at every meal.”—
! Skipper.

VbirWant
What VI
.In the

>

wlll read of it.
SEASHORE COTTAGE, Rockland. Me.
—Rent for season, six rooms, bath, full”
furnished, electric light-., hot and cold
water. S. W. LITTELL, 138 Main St.
48-tf

RUSSIAN MUSICALE

ITS CLOSING CONCERT

Rubinstein Club Responsible

OCl ETY.

For

a

Delightful

Social

'Schmelling' They met DemPsey at
dinner at the Bangor House and enjoyed a chat with the famous fighter,
------Mrs. Orrin F. Smith was hostess to
the E.F.A. Club fcr bridge yesterday.
---------

Marston and Margaret Dunton,
; daughters of Rubinstein Club members, acted as ushers and in their
| Russian peasant costumes lent atmosphere. This brilliant program
I was presented:
I Plano duo—8alut a Pesth ___ Kowalski

William A. Griffin is confined to hls i Mrs Frances McLoon and Miss Clemice
i
Blackington
home on Berkeley street with grippe. Soprano—He Truly Loved Me So ..............

Mrs. A. J. Murray and son Stan
______
(
ley returned yesterday from a few
The weekly dance at the Copper
i
days' visit with Mrs. Murray's par
Kettle Will be held Friday, Rhythm
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Percy Stanley Kings orchestra furnishing music
°
in Kezar Falls.
This dance is attended by high school
students of local and nearby schools
Mrs. C. F. Simmons who was with
— ■■
Mrs. E. S. Bird for the winter has
Samuel Rich of Isle au Haut,
returned to her home on Talbot ave spent the weekend In Rockland on
nue.
business, returning Tuesday.
Mrs. Frank Fields was hostess to
Chummy Club Tuesday evening,
with bridge honors falling to Mrs.
Bertha Higgins and' Mrs. Adelma
Mullen.

Several members of Kalloch Class
met Tuesday with Mrs. G. Carl
Cassens, with picnic supper. In the
evening they attended the Littlefield
Memorial Bapttfl Church, to hear
Mr. Grimes and Mr. Fredrickson.
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Toner and sons
fThe church wai well filled there
Karl and Albert were guests Mon
being about 100 persons from thc
day of Supt. and Mrs. E. L. Toner,
First Baptist Church in attendance.
the boys remaining for the week.

Miss Minnie Harding who has
Mrs. Herbert Kalloch was hostess
| been with Mrs. Ellen Baker the past
to the Tuesday Night Bridge Club.
year and a half. 1s now at her home,
Honors fell to Mrs. Raymond Cross,
123 Cedar street.
Mrs. Daniel Snow and Mrs. Wesley
Thurston.
William P. Burpee arrived Tues
day from East Orange, N. J., Mrs
The Diligent Dames now meeting |
Carrie Burpee Shaw and Mrs. Win
every Friday afternoon will be at!
Fales are coming during the
the home of Mrs. J. O Stevens to- |nifred
'
..
i week and they are to open their
morrow, with Mrs Oliver F Hills as ,
'
,
Park street residence for a permaassisting hostess.
nent stay in this city.

of

NEW YORK

Tschatkowsky
Thc Snow Drop ...... GretchanlnoD
Miss Adelaide E. cross
Plano—Elegle ............ „....... RachmanlnoB
The Lark ....... Gllnka-Balaklrew
,, J1”- “*ybelJ? Pratt strong
Violin duo-Exta.se Ganne
Miss Hazel Harrison. Miss Phyllis Belasco

Contrllto _ o^,cThO^tOnEnsi.ve,

the

Nightingale ......... HLne ky-Kon-.akolT
The Song of the Volga Boatmen ...»...... I
Bromberg I
Slumber Song ................ GretchanlnolT j
Mrs. Lydia Storer
Plano—Caprice ................... Mosskowskl
Miss Ruth Dondis
Dance—Russian Folk Dance
Miss Cross
Plano duo—Hymn to the Sun from 1
"Coq d'Or” .......... Rlmsky-Korsakofl ,
Mrs. McLoon, Miss Blackington

Accompanlsts were Mrs. Nettie
Averill and Miss A'.cada Hall of
»'
Thomaston. The artists each pre-1
sented a brilliant performance, re
flecting the high standard the club
has always maintained'. Miss Cross'
costume for her delightful dance
was most colorful—a red blouse
combined with black short skirt and
hat trimmed in astrakan. worn with
trim high Russian boots.
The tea tables laid with exquisite
cloths, with appointments cf silver
service and candles in silver candela
bra, were presided over by Mrs. Lil
lian Mortland, Mrs. Katherine
Veazie. Mrs. Dora Bird and Mr?
Ruth Ellingwood.
Miss Clemice Blackington, general
chairman, was assisted by Mrs.
Doris Scarlott, Mrs. Either Rogers,
Miss Edna Gregory, Mrs. Grace Crie.
Mrs. Lucy Lowe, Mrs. Dorothy Crte,
Mrs. Frances McLoon, Mrs. Muriel
Crie. Mrs. Maryon Benner and Mrs
Ellingwood.
An expression of thanks is made to
all who assisted, particularly to
Fuller-Cobb-Davis for the lean of
tapestries.

Miss Winifred Coughlin, Miss
EVENING OF MUSIC
Ruth Rogers, Mrs. Stella McRae and
Miss Doris Blackman, of the Public
Little Symphony Orchrstta Heard In
Library staff, attended the round
Thomaxton—Mrs. Kilborn's Keadtable meeting of the Bureau of Li l ings
brary Extension of the State Library
in Lincoln yesterday.
An evening of music was present
ed at the Thomaston Baptist Church
Mrs. Jennie Bird who has been in Sunday, the program centering
Miami for the winter is now visiting around the Little Symphony Or
her daughter, Miss Madeline Bird,
chestra directed by Luther Clark.
in Trenton, N. J. She arrived yes Its numbers were “Joy to the World,"
THE MAINE DAUGHTERS
terday.
"Spring Song” by Mendelssohn,
Mrs. I. B Scarlott of Kent's Hill "Reverie," “Narcissus" by Nevin. Received at White House B.v Mrs.
Printaniere,"
Overture
Roosevelt.—Other Matters
is the guest of Dr. and Mrs* E. L. “Aubade
"Norma," by Bellini, and "Onward
Scarlott.
The meeting of the Maine Daugh->
Christian Soldiers" as a postlude.
Mrs. C. Alton Palmer entertained i The players, drawn from Thomas- ters in the Maine room in Conti
at sewing Tuesday evening.
! ton. Rockland. Camden. Waldoboro. nental Hall was one of the high
-------Warren, Jefferson and other near- lights for those who attended the
Rubinstein Club holds its fina. j hy towns, are constantly improving annual Congress in Washington,
meeting of the season tomorrow eve- , jn their worg anc( thejr program last week. Mrs. Florence Waugh
ning. At 7.15 there will be a busi- Sunday was particularly commends- | Danforth of Skowhegan, retiring
ness session, with election of officer?. hie.
president, presided, with Mrs. ClinAt 8.15 a radio program will be pre- j Soloists were Charles Wilson sing- j ton C. Stevens of Bangor, newlysented under the direction of Mr?. ,ng “Spirit of God," by Neidlinger; ' elected regent, at her side. Mrs.
Helen Wentworth and Mrs. Gladys ! s T Constantine. "Bless This William S. Shaw of Portland, past j
Morgan, for members and guests.
House" by Brahe; Harold Greene, regent and past vice president gen"Soft Southern Breezes" from the eral, served as secretary.
The
Mrs. E. L. Toner and Mrs. Donald cantata
"Rebekah;"
and
Mrs Maine State dinner was omitted this
Weeks spent a few days last week Oladys Morgan, "All In the April year. The field day this summer
with relatives in Orono.
Evening" by Michael Diack, and the will be held at Poland Spring, July 8,
Negro spiritual, “Were You There.” J or later. The committee chairmen
Thc card party Tuesday afternoon
at Odd Fellows hall had 10 tables, A male chorus gave two selections include: Ellis Island, Mrs. Sumner i
prizewinners being Mrs. Streeter a capella. which were beautifullv C. Pattce, Belfast; magazine. Mrs
Suella Sheldon. Rockland; preser
Webster, Mrs. John Thompson, Mrs. done.
vation
of historic spots (national oil
An
outstanding
feature
was
the
Clifton Cross. Mrs. E. Burpee, Mrs.
C. E. Rollins. Mrs. Hattie Davies, Mrs. readings by Mr.s. H S. Kilborn, wife trails), Mrs. Maude Clarke Gay,
J. S. Jenkins Mrs. Lillian Cotton, Mrc. of the pastor, who gave as her se- Waldoboro; Kncx Memorial Fund
Altena Thompson, Mrs. Wilbur Cros.». lections two poems of the late Mrs, I Mrs. Charles A. Creighton, Thom-1
Mrs. Alice Robbins. Mrs. Maitie Maud Moore of Thomaston—"Rock aston.
Mrs. Stevens was confirmed as re-1
Spaulding. Mrs. Lucia Burpee and of Ages" and "Little Mischief'
Miss Dorothy Gordon. The commit When Prof. Wilmot Mitchell of Bow gent of the State of Maine Daugh
tee in charge comprised Mrs. Belle doin spoke in Thomaston last yea- ters at a beautiful ceremony cf in- j
Lewis, Mrs. Lillian McRae, Mrs. in conjunction with the Longfellow stallation at Constitution Hall
Delilah Cunningham. Mrs. Choris anniversary program, he paid high Friday. She carried1 an arm bou-l
tribute to the poems of Mrs. Moore, quet of roses given by Mrs. Kenneth J
Jenkins and Mrs. Grace Rollins.
stating that “Rock of Ages" was P. Lord, and a corsage of gardenias
Mrs. Charles W. Sheldon returned worthy of place in poetry antholo and lilies of the valley given by the
yesterday from Washington where gies. Mr.s. Kilborn's rendering of Maine Daughters. The Daughters
she attended the Continental Con both poems was most artistic.
were received in the afternoon at the
gress of the Daughters of the Ameri
Members cf the male chorus, di White House by Mrs. Roosevelt.
can Revolution.
The Maine Daughters also on Fri
rected by Mrs. Grace Strout. were:
Raymond C. Perry, Alfred Strout, day supported the vote of confidence
E R. Brock is confined to his home
Harold Greene, S. T. Constantine, given Mrs. Russell William Magna,
cn Slate street with a severe heart at
Stanley Cushing, Dr. Oliver Cushing, president general, in thc controversytack.
Charles Knights, Alton Foster, R. K over the affiliation of the Daughters
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Fuller, who Greene, Charles Wilson. Edward B. with other (patriotic organizations.
have been spending the winter in Newcombe, Norman Wolfe, Charles Mrs Magna signalized her adminis
Miami, Fla., and who are now visit Prescott, W. B. Holder, Loring tration by divorcing the Daughters
ing relatives and friends in Massachu Packard, Ernest Hoffses, Edward from the coalition of societies of this
setts, are expected home next Tues Lynch, Cecil Day and William type, preferring that thc Daughters
Qilchrist. Mrs. Amy Tripp was at stand free, on their own policies.
day.
the organ, and Miss Margaret G.
A man who was motoring along a
Junior Harmony Club had a profit Stahl accompanied Mr.s. Morgan at
country road offered a stranger s
able and enjoyable meeting Tuesday the Diano.
evening. An hour's choral practice
lift. The stranger accepted. Short
MAY INSPIRE “POME”
directed by Mrs. Faith Berry, with
ly afterward the motorist noticed
Mrs. Leola Noyes at the piano, had
that his watch was missing.
Edna St. Vincent Millay turned
first attention, after which a social,
Whipping out a revolver which he
from
verse making to fire fighting happened to be carrying, hc dug il
with games and refreshments, fur
nished a jolly time. There were 35 yesterday and helped extinguish aI into the other man's ribs and ex
present. It was . voted to hold the grass fire that threatened her home claimed: “Hand over that watch!"
annual open meeting some time dur in Austerlitz. N. Y. The famous poet
The stranger meekly complied be
ing the week of May 7 (National ess joined 75 men who were battling fore allowing himself to be booted
Music Week). An admission fee of the blaze which had spread into woods out of the car. When the motorist
15 cents will be charged to take care nearby.
returned home he was greeted by
of current expenses. Teachers are
his wife.
asked to notify Mrs. Noyes as soon as
"How did you get on without your
WHEN IN BOSTON—Voit run buy .
possible the name of pupil to be pre copies of The Courier-Gazette. v>|th the , watch? she asked. “I suppose you
n-“'a. at tlie Old So"»h
„ ...
, , ......
sented, also name of composition and home
A (rnnrv
st..
niH
j Know that you left it on your dresscomposer.
Tremont at’° “ “ Andelman'*’ w ing-table?"-Washington Labor.

Rubin- teln Club Of New York Pre
sents Several Noted Stars

WALTER
TRUMBULL

The Rubinctein Club of New York.
Mrs William R. Chapman, president,
gave its closing concert of the season
in the ballroom of the Waldorf-As
toria. lart week, assisted by that sen
sational artist, Bcnno Rabinof, vio
linist, and Frank Chapmen, baritone.
The work of these two artists was
tf the highest order. Mr. Rabinof
has just returned from a tour of 45
concerts. He is well remembered in
Maine by his magnificent playing at
Che Festivals as a young lad, and now
critics cf America acclaim him in the
class with Heifetz and Kreisler. He
was obliged to respond to many encores.
Mr. Chapman is well known by his
concert and radio work. He has a heavy
dramatic voice and sings with a great
deal cf taste. Thc numbers done by
j the Rubinstein Club were most enj thusiasticaliy received by the great
I audience, and many of the songs were
j repeated by request.
Dr. Chapman has increased the club
by many your.g voices, and they cer
tainly respond to every wish of their
conductor. Dr. Chapman's two songs,
"Spring Joy" and "Memories" were
particularly well received. Many
beautiful flowers were presented to
Dr. and Mrs. Chapman. Several proIcssionals were present, among them
Mrs. Ethclbert Nevin, Dr. Henry Had
ley Lucrczia Bori, and Edward John
son.

Affair Tuesday

The Russian musicalc and tea
In addition to peraonal notea regard-' Lady Knox Chapter D.A.R. holds Its glven by the Rubinstein Club Tues
Ing departures and arrlvala. thia depart_ ,
, ...
.
ment especially dealrea Information of J annual meeting, with election of offi- day was one of the most charming
aoclal happenlnga. partlea. muslcale. etc.
Mf.rriav afternoon nt 9 90 at the social affairs Rockland has known
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be cers Mor.aay auernoon at z.di), at tne
gladly received.
I home of Mrs. Alice Karl, Granite for some time.
The attractive
i m kpiione.................................n« or 7*4 £treet. Assisting hostesses will be . Universalist vestry was further enButman. Mrs. Lucie hanced by rich tapestries, candles
Mr. and Mrs Raymond Watson !Mrsand son Maynard and Miss Phyllis jWalsh and Mrs Orace Veazle
in glowing shades of red and blue
Watson of Thomaston visited Mr.
------in wrought lron holders and silver
and Mrs.
Mrs George r Littlefield
i itti.flei.i I Mr and Mrs C H
and Dr. candelabra, tulips and other flowers
C. B. Pcpplestone motored to Bangor J reflecting deep colors. Misses Feme
Thursday.
Tuesday to see Dempsey and) Browne, Vernet Morgan, Ruth

Mrs. E. D. Spear who has been
visiting relatives ln Providence, New
York and Lexington, Mass., since
arriving from London, where she was
for several months, returned Tues
day and has opened her home on
Maple street.

L/gZ>/S

Friday 0 Saturday

They have just told me another
story concerning balloonists. Some
army men were making a cross
country flight tn a free balloon.
These balloons travel only, of course,
ln tlie direction of and at the speed
of tlie wind. Momentarily liecalmed above a farmer working in
a field, they called to him to catcli
the guide rope, wishing to ask him
some questions about their locution.
Tlie farmer was amazed to find tiiat
he actually could pull such a large
balloon earthward so fine was the
balance in the still air. He not only
caught the rope, but proceeded to
wind lt several times around hls
waist. Tlie warning shout from
above came all too late. A gust of
wind caught the balloon, tlie rope
lifted the farmer off the ground,
spun him like a top, and dropped him
on what fortunately was soft
ground. The army men hastily un
shipped some ballast and went away
from there. They knew tlie man
would think they hud played a
trick on him.
• • •
Oswald Nelson, known as "Ozzie,"
was horn In New York and educated
at Rutgers. There he was quurterhack on tlie football team, welter
weight boxing champion, and a
crack swimmer. He also was art
editor of the college paper and ac
tually sold some cartoons to outside
magazines. Later, he graduated
from the New Jersey Law school.
Having thus prepared himself for a
career, he ls now twenty-seven years
old and an orchestra leader In a New
York hotel.
CAMDEN
• • •
Joseph T. Higgins, former as
At the Comique Theatre thp at
semblyman and now the thirtyeight-year-old sheriff of New York traction for today is “The Conquercounty, doesn't look tils age. He ms," featuring Richard Dix and Ann
still Is ns slender and boyish looking Harding; Friday, "Handle With
as when, shortly after lie attended I Care." with James Dunn and Boo's
Holy Cross and while studying law I Mallory; Saturday. James Gagney
ut Fordham, he was one of the best
in "Winner Take All."
middle distance runners of the New
Mrs. Minnie Lunt was hostess to
York Athletic club. Twice, Indoors,
he beat Ted Meredith and once out the Methodist Ladles Aid this week
doors, he defeated Joie Ita.v. No at her home on Pearl street.
wonder that when he ran for office
Miss Harriet L. Gill will entertain
lie finished ahead.
the Tuesday Contract Club next
• • •
initial tryout Wednesday. It is ol
GLENCOVE
It probably lias been printed, but I week,
the speed boat type with accommoda
like the story of the generous-heart
Mrs. Harry Richards and son
Miss Gladys Grant of Rockland tions for six persons, with upholstered
ed New Yorker who met the hungry Harry, have arrived frem Greenfield.
was
a supper guest of Miss Hazel seats, and outboard motor. Many are
man. Instead of offering him alms,
looking forward to enjoyable boat
he took him into a restaurant and Mass., where they have been visit Wincaoaw Friday.
ordered food. To make Ida guest less ing her parents Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Herbert N. Brazier has been con rides with Capt. Tom.
self-conscious, he even ordered a cup ward M. Thayer, and will spend the
George Hall of Camden was a call
fined to his bed with a severe cold,
of coffee for himself, although he summer with Mrs. Mabel Richards
er on his sister Mrs. Charles E. Oreg
but
is
now
improving.
had recently risen from the break here Mr. Richards came several
ory Thursday. He was on hls way
Mrs. Lloyd Kelley of Dorchester,
fast table. All went well until, to weeks azo.
home from Tenant's Harbor
hls horror and dismay, he discov
Mass., called here by the death of her
Heibert N. Brazier has moved the
Regular meeting of the auxiliary lather Arthur B. Packard, is remain
ered that in changing his suit that
building that has served as a head
morning he had left all his money to the Sons of Union Veterans at ing a few days with her mother.
at home. lie started to explain to the Grange hail Friday at 7.30
light building for the R T. & C
Ralph Jewell and Henry Fairow Street Railway for a number of years
the waiter, but the hungry man in Supper at C o'clock. Sewing circle
have employment in Bangor with to Glencove cemetery to be used as a
terrupted.
"That's all right,” he said. "I’ll in the afternoon. Tnese not so their trucks road building
tool house.
pay the check,” And producing a dol licited fcr the supper are asked to
Due to an error in telephone calls,
Penobscot View Orange had small
lar from Ids worn habiliments, he contribute what they choose to. An
the Rockland fire department wa.. attendance at its last meeting, but
did so. One can now get a lot of derson auxiliary of Anderson Can-p
food in New York for a dollar. When of Rockland Is invited. It is in called instead of the Glencove depart- had the quality that made an inter
they got outside, the would-be bene spection night and a full attendance mmt Thursday to a slight grass fire esting and helpful session which did
at Charles Hare's.
factor stammered:
not close until a late hour. Many
"My dear fellow, thnt was most is desired. Mrs. Nellie Achorn of
Misses
Emily
Hall
of
this
place
things were discussed and questions
embarrassing, but we'll get a taxi Rcckland will be the inspecting and Ada Hail of Boston pave a birth
asked
and answered. The subject of
cab, drive to my office, and I’ll get officer.
day
supp:r
Sunday
evening
in
henor
the
lectuier's
hour was "Trees—
some cash and square myself with
Mrs. Paul D. Sargent of Augusta cf the 82d anniversary of their mother which is our favorite and why?" One
you."
is in town, called by the critical 111- Mr; Mary Hall. Bushrod Campbell brother present likes the Christmas
“.No,” replied tlie former hungry
ness.of
Mrs. G. W. Achorn.
tree best, and he did not have to ex- I
man. "It's all right about tlie
of Boston was one of the guests.
breakfast, but I'm doggoned if I'm
Miss Maude M. Thorndike, mana
At intermission the
Penobscot View Grange will have as plain why.
going to be stuck for the taxi.”
ger cf the Western Union Telegraph . speaker next Thursday William A Worthy Ceres furnished a surprise
• • •
office, is moving from her apart Wheeler of the Maine Central Rail which was typical of those given when ,
Some of the best New York
ment
tn the Belyea block on Main road whose subject will be "Railroad Sister Henderson was lecturer, and
stories center around Oliver Her
ford, There is one tliat has been street to the Gurney rent. Union and Auto Transportation and the they were good for the inner man.
Augustus T. Clifford, 92, died
connected with many persons, but It street.
Farmer.' The public is invited, as
really belongs to tlie slender, gray,
Tuesday evening a delegation from well as all Grangers. The lecturer Thursday night. He had spent his
soft-spoken wit of tlie Players. Tlie Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge went will have other interesting numbers long life as a farmer in this section
club's champion bore rushed up to
to Belfast where they conferred the cn the program including a play with and ether parts of Maine. He leaves
Mr. Herford in great agitation.
Grace Rollins taking part. The larger a widow, two sons and a daughter.
“I have been grossly insulted," he degree in the Belfast lodge.
Mr Clifford was liked by everyone
complained. “That fellow over
The Goad Cheer class of the First attendance the better. No charges or
and will be much missed.
there said he'd give me $100 If I Congregational Church met Wed collections.
resign."
H. N. Brazier was in Boston Tues
nesday evening at the parish house.
"Don't you do lt, my dear chap,”
day on business.
said Mr. Herford earnestly. "I am Mrs. Vira Thomas and Miss Eliza
Couples’
Mrs. Alton. Wincapaw entertained
sure you wlll get many better of beth Thomas were hostesses.
fers.”
The regular meeting of Maiden j the Jolly Six Club last Thursday.
Graceful Skating Contest
©. 1S33. Bell Syndicate.—WNU Service.
Mrs. Herman Farrow was in town
Cliff Rebekah Lodge was held Wed
from
Lincolnville
to
attend
the
at the
nesday evening and an interesting
Mayor'a Pay 4 Cent*
funeral of Arthur B Packard last
program
rendered
in
observance
of
Bridgeport, Conn.—Mayor EdTuesday and was an overnight guest
ward T. Buckingham received a the founding of Odd Fellowship. of Mrs. Edith Duncan.
check for 4 cents—his salary for Refreshments were served.
Mrs. Harry French was guest of
two weeks. The mayor, recently
her daughter, Mrs. Carl Freeman
appointed compensation coromlsThursday.
inissioner by Governor Cross, had
Cap*.. Tom Farley with the aid ol
TONIGHT
agreed to a $l-a-year salary.
others gave his new motor boat its
50 It

SUGGESTIONS
SPECIAL ITEMS ON SALE

APRIL 28th 6 29th
Colgate’s 10c Toilet Soaps, cake 5c
Pillow Slips,
each 9c
Shade Curtains,
each 29c
6 Cup China Teapot,
each 39c
Tennis Shoes,
pair 49c
Men’s Work Shirts,
each 39c
3 for 10c
5c Candy Bars,
yard 15c
Wire Screening,
Paints and Brushes,each 10 and 20c

We have a store full of New Spring Merchandise
at very low prices.
Now is a good time to stock up before prices
_____________________ advance._____________________

E.B. CR0CKETTS1
Direct by water to

Bo ITON
K

S.S-

BiUy

C\

Sailing

8p"<-

THUR-

SAT.

S»"'
tt*"$‘ due

S-S XclA*n<i A^er0”1*’
NEW
low
FARE

EASTERN
STEAMSHIP LINES
For revrvation, apply ROCKLAND WHARF

FRIDAY-SATURDAY
ADVENTURES
'" vilTH THE
HOHDLH PATROL
Soaring Through Space!
Speeding Tc

Thrills!

Lovinft D.icgei

'

SPANISH VILLA
RINK

This Dime Earned
$306 in Four Days
Geneva, N. Y.—One thin dime
earned $306 in four days, and
here Is how lt was done:
A small boy with a hig spirit
gave a dime to tlie Y. M. C. A.
annual fund. Tlie spirit moved
Rev. Raymond H. Ilauss, pastor
of the First Methodist church, to
purchase tlie dime for $1. Henry
C, Palmer paid $5 for it. A man
from Texas wanted it nnd of
fered $20, which was accepted.
Tlie Klwanls club refused to al
low the coin to leave tlie city,
however, so tlie ciub purchased
It for $35. Mrs. H. O. Palmer
obtained lt for $40, The coveted
coin then went to Clair Pierce,
Rotarian, for $100. The Elks
club, through Russell A. Morton,
bought it for $103. Here Its
career came to an end, reposing
securely in a safe, but Its earn
ing power in just four days was
$300.

The aviation Instructor, having de
livered a lecture on parachute work
concluded:
"And if it • doesn’t open—well,
gentlemen, that’s what is known as
‘jumping to a conclusion’."—Boston
Transcript

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Girls! WakeUp
And Dream!

Chevalier
i toing to tell jou
"A BEDTIME STORY"

Regis Toomey

. . . Sandman Maurice singing
sweet lullabies of love . . mak
ing restle's ladeez happee . . .
and happee ladeez restless . ..
There will be a rehearsal Friday
afternoon at 4 o'clock of all thc mem
bers desiring to take part in the
country store night program on Park
theatre stage Friday night. Mr.
O'Hara, thc club pianist, will conduct
the rehearsals. All members Inter
ested will pleas; attend. Tbe regula"
club meeting will be held as usual on
Saturday morning. Thc members
who took part tn last Friday night's
show were very well received by a
large audience. The participants
were Felice Perry, Donald and Joseph
Pietro kl, Helene Carnes, Beverly
Bcvdeh and Hector MacDonald.

Anita Page

MAURICE CHEVALIER
“A BEDTIME STORY”
IN

Hear Chevalier sing
‘“In the Park in Paree"
' "Home-Made Heaven’
“Look What I've Get”
, "M’sleu Baby"

NOW PLAYING
"So Tills Is Africa"
with
Wheeler & Woolsey

STRAND i
MONDAY-TUESDAY—“STATE FAIR"

FRIDAY NIGHT

COUNTRY STORE
Valuable Prizes
ALSO

Stage Entertainment
TODAY
LEE TRACY
in
"HALF NAKED TRUTH”

PARK

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, April 27, 1933
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With the Extension Agents

WE OFFER SPECIAL VALUES

WE ARE PLEASED TO OFFER OUR PATRONS

— And The —

FRIGIDAIRE PROTECTION

Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau

as part of our service. It is the policy of this restau

at

FRIGIDAIRE PROTECTED FOODS

NORTH HAVEN

FOR SATURDAY, APRIL 29

Presents To lis Customers

Visit Our Store and Inspect This

FRIGIDAIRE PROTECTION

rant to ALWAYS provide the Best Possible Foods
members from several States will
Agricultural
Arthur Paquett of North Edge talk on their project work. Gert- i
rude Warren of the U. S Depart- j
comb has been doing some trapnest
ing work during the past few weeks. ment of Agriculture, will tell how I
He has one bird that has laid 27 4-H Club members throughout the I
eggs without a stop and is still lay country are learning new and better |
ing. He has several which have laid methods of farming and home mak
around 15 eggs. He is using these ing. Nearby stations which will ’
carry the program are WBZ. WJZ '
in special matings.
and
WBZA
Mr. Paquett is remodeling his
• • • •
barn into a henhouse. and will have
With the Homes
accommodations for 1000 hens.
"Oood Nutrition for the Family"
There will toe one pen which will
be a complete unit, holding 600 birds. meetings are to be held by Miss j
Lawrence.
home
demonstration!
• • • •
The boys 4-H Club of Simonton'.. agent, at Rockland Tuesday. East ■
Corner will hold a milk testing dem Union May 3 and Rockport May 4.
• • • •
onstration at Cecil Annis’s farm
The new Farm Bureau was or- [
Samples of milk will be brought by
the various club members for test ganized in South Bristol last Thurs- I
day. The project leaders are: Chair-1
ing for butter fat.
• • • •
man. Mrs. Earle Clifford; secretary, i
O. E. Ooleman, Jr., of Wiscasset Mrs. Maude Rice; clothing, Mrs.;
won the silver cup at the Maine egg Maude Tibbetts; food .Mrs. Harold
laying contest at Monmouth. It was Burk; assistant foods. Mrs. Everett:
given by the New England Poultry Gamage. Other members are Mrs ‘
Co. of Lewiston and Augusta to the Doris Sprout, Mrs. Augusta Little, I
Maine pen scoring the most points Mrs. Elsie Poole, Mrs. Lulu Seiders. |
in the contest during the flrst six Mrs. Grace M. Wall, Mrs. Christine
months. During the past week Mr. Jones. Mrs. Harriet Andrews and'
Coleman's pen scored the most Mrs. Helen P. Jordan This program
points of all flocks with a total of of work was chosen for the re65 Foster Jameson's pen of Rhode mainder of the year May 23. Square
Island Reds was fourth, with 62 Meals for Health; June 9. Pressing
points.
at Home; Aug. 8. Canning Demon• • • •
straBion; Sept. 15. Reconditioning
The orchard men who are going the Wardrobe; Oct. 17. Cake Making;
to spray this year will find that Nov. 14. Hot Dishes for Cold Days,
liquid lime sulphur is cheaper and t
LINCOLN BAPTISTS
much easier to handle than the dry.

and the Most Efficient Service.

PARAMOUNT RESTAURANT AND
LUNCHEONETTE

P. D. STARRETT

ROCKLAND. MAINE NEXT DOOR NORTH OF WOOLWORTHS

WARREN, MAINE

Modern Installation

in line with progressive merchandising and best

obtainable market service

*he FRIGIDAIRE PROTECTED FOOD
symbol displayed by any merchant signifies that he is doing every
thing possible to properly protect the food that you purchase.
He knows the value of proper refrigeration and is worthy
of your patronage.
The following merchants have agreed to offer “special bargains”

SATURDAY, APRIL 29
which is being celebrated all over the country as

FRIGIDAIRE PROTECTED FOODS DAY

Austin Sproul of South Bristol is Rev. I. S. Hankins To Tell
trapping two pens of birds this year
He already has several hundred
chicks pedigreed.

MARDEN’S CASH STORE

—IN—

About Work Among Telu-

gus of South India

ROCKLAND

LOOK

That venerable institution, the Lin- j
Mrs. Charles Hendrickson of West
I OK Till.
coin Baptist Association, will hold its
Aina has 200 pullets out in open air
STORKS
shelters, and reports that the birds 129th annual meeting at the Morrill
Til I T
Baptist Church. May 5. with this pro
are doing well.
DISPLAY
• • • •
gram:
this
In 1931 there were 3.755 local
Morning—10. Morning watch. Rev
EMBLEM
groups of'rural people organized for I j c MacDonald; 10 20. business hour;
the purpose of fostering extension 10.30. sermon. "Cheap or Costly Re
work. Thc membership in these ligion." Rev H. A Welch.
groups was 818.000. Knox-Lincoln
Afternoon—1.30, Afternoon watch.
has at the present time 26 Farm Rev. C L. Peaslee; 1.45. business; 2.30.
Bureau groups with a membership music; 2 40. woman's hour. Mrs. Elmer
Of 757.
Fowies; address. Rev J S. Pendleton:
• • • •
missionary address. Rev I S. Hank
The Holme- boys of South Bristol. ins; 3 40. address and conference on
Wendall and Russell, are planning s g
v B g Work rcv Fletcher
to havc nearly 1000 chicks this year Knomn. 4 jo pian 0( caring for aged
to carry as part of their 4-H Cluo ^15^5 and missionaries; 4 20, adwork. They have added a new I dress. Rev. Frederick Smith.
brooder, a new brooder house and , The evening session, conducted by
an Incubator to their equipment this lhe officers of the State Young Peoy«r' pie’s division, is expected to be par* * * *
I ticularly interesting. The Junior and
4-H Club Notes
Intermediate Choir of the Belfast
We Cordially Invite You To Our Display Room To Inspect the New Household
Ask us for Information on Commercial Installations, Ice Cream Cabinets, Bev
Seven Tree Boys and Wide Awake church will sing two selections
Refrigerators
girls 4-H Clubs of Union presented 1 Harry E. Kemp will deliver an aderage Coolers, Milk Coolers, Beer Cooling Equipment
the three-act comedy drama. "A dress.
The missionary address by RevPoor Married Man” at the Union
Town hall. Friday evening. April 21 Isaac S. Hankins is looked forward to. ,
The name of Mr Hankins is fa-1
These members took part tn the
VINALHAVEN, MAINE
503 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
play: Robert Farris. Jr.. Clifton Me miliar to Northern Baptists through
servey. Curtis
Payson,
Robert the opening of the mission station.
Mitchell. Worneta Cummings. Mary Atmakur. South India, in 1893 Mr
Pekkanen, Alice Brock and Thelma Hankins served as missionary under
the American Baptist Foreign Mis
Esancy.
• • • •
sion Society for nine years, resign
Evelyn Lovejoy, a member of ing in 1903. Following his resignaSunny Side Up 4-H Club has re- I tion. Mr and Mrs. Hankins returned
reived the valedictory in Waldoboro to thc United States. After a long
Beryl Davis has thc essay and Betty 1 and successful pastorate, he was able
Stahl, the class gifts. The cluo to re-open and re-establish work at
members on the honor list are Beryl Atmakur in 1929. the station having
Davis. Annie Ellis. Evelyn Lovejoy been closed for lack of staff and funds
some years before. The work among
and Barbara Pitcher.
the Telugus of South India is an enHow club members improve their couraging and challenging one. There
technic of farming and home mak- ] are some 97,000 Baptists, largely saling through 4-H Club work will bc vaged from the outcastes, in this
reaction time ithe tune it takes thc lengths, in the three-quarters of a compared with 80 feet at 30 miles an
MOTOR ACCIDENTS
SWAN'S ISLAND
explained during the monthly 4-H large field of which Atmakur is one COLBY COLLEGE NEWS
eyes
to telegraph a warning signal to second before the brakes can be ap hour.
radio program scheduled for broad station Mr Hankins is a graduate
(By Eugene A. McAlary)
Postmaster Carl Sprague arrive^
The Registry realizes, of course,
Dipping Into Physics and Phi the brain, which broadcasts it to the plied or the wheel turned. At 60
casting from 12.30 to 1.30 p. m.. of Bucknell University and of Crozier
William A. Ellingwood. 36. is once
home Saturday night, after being tfl
that
bringing
a
car
to
a
stop
is
not
hands
and
feet
of
most
automobile
miles
an
hour
it
moves
66
feet.
standard. Saturday, May 6. Club ■ Theological Seminary.
losophy Just See What
more about the campus after having
drivers) is three-quarters of a second,
That is not, however, the whole the only means of avoiding an acci Kr.ox Hospital several days for ob
spent a few days in the infirmary.
You Find
’A
then
a
car
must
progress
for
at
least
story
by any means. After the brain dent. Probably more accidents are servation and treatment.
• • • •
The Methodist Indies Aid mei)
escaped
by
quick
work
with
the
steer

that
length
of
time
before
anything
has
passed
along
the
warning
signal
Tillson D. Thomas. '33, of Camden,
If you are driving your automobile
Friday afternoon with Mrs. NcttU
journeyed to Massachusetts with the at the legal rate of thirty miles an can be done to stop it or change its to the hands and feet and set them ing wheel than with the brakes. But
Milan.
lt
does
want
to
impress
upon
opera

course.
The
feet
won't
act
on
thc
Into
action,
the
driver,
if
he
hasn't
baseball team for a flve-day trip, to hour you just can't help having an
Mr. and Mrs. Almond Jcllison
play Boston University. Northeastern, accident if some person or object ap brake and throttle or the hands on already crashed, must decelerate his tors that there is a section of thc road
the steering wheel or thc emergency vehicle or swerve it away from thc directly ahead of their automobile have recently moved into the house
Tufts, and Brown.
—ALL NOVELTIES—
pears wholly without warning within J brake until three-quarters of a sec menace. With very good four wheel ’ where an accident, under certain cir formerly owned by Mrs. Abbie
approximately two car lengths ahead ond has passed
brakes on the average road surface cumstances of thc unexpected. Is sure Bums.
Miss
Helen
K
deRochemont.
36,
K. & W. Golden Gleam Nasturtium
And you'll be lucky to escape without
the Registry has found that at 30 i to happen. And that section of the
Mrs. Andrew Watson came homfc
• • • •
took part in the pageant "Joseph of
harm to anyone within three or four
K. & W. Guinea Gold Marigold
miles an hour thc car will travel 47 j road is greater as the speed of the Saturday after being in the Bar
Arimathea," recently presented by
The
reaction
time
is
thc
same
car-lengths. If you happen to be
feet after the brakes are applied be vehicle increases, ranging from II Hat bor Hospital several weeks re
K. & W. Double Shirley Poppy Sweet Briar
thc Y.W.C.A.
speeding along at 60 miles an hour whether the car Is just moving or fore it comes to a stop. And the feet at ten miles an hour to 66 feet at
• • • •
ceiving treatment.
whether
it
fs
going
a
mile-a-minute,
Miss Peg Raymond, junior, of Rob and some fortuitous situation devel
diiver has to know his business to 60 miles an hour. In those areas the
These novelties—introduced in 1932—made a remarkable hit.
The social Saturday evening waa
though it may be assumed, the psy
inson. was elected by her classmates ops within four or five car-icngtlw
Try them! They will add immensely to the variety and beauty of
stop in that distance Therefore, driver is practically helpless.
conducted
by Elizabeth Morse anfl
chologists say. that the operator of the
I of the men’s division to be the Queen the chance of escaping a crash is
your garden. Be sure to include them in your Flower Seed pur
The mathematical, physical and Mary Butman.
counting reaction time ar.d braking
.
*
fast-moving car will have his atten
practically
nil.
It
will
take
quick
, of the 1933 Junior Promenade The
chases. Be sure to
1633
time, thc car at 30 miles an hour wlll philosophical deduction Is to drive
Miss
Maxine
Kent
was
leader
for.
tion more closely concentrated upon
•prom" is thc feature of tile Junior action to avoid hitting the prson or
go 80 feet before it stops. The driver, slowly unless the view of thc road and the weekly meeting of thc Epworth
object within 20 car-lengths. Even the act of driving than the operator of course, may swerve his car after
Weekend,
to
be
held
April
28
and
29.
roadsides is entirely unobstructed for League held ln the church vestry
CONSULT THIS
at ten miles an hour the zone of cer who may be ambling along at 20 miles
....
. KENDALL A
I the first 33 feet and thus avoid a a long distance ahead. This has Friday evening.
The Truth About Blayds." by A. tain disaster Ls almost the lengin of an hour and gazing at the scenery. collision.
WHITNEY
peculiar application to night driving.
CATALOG
But, on the average, it will take
A. Milne, has been chosen as thc 1933 thc car.
WHY BISSETT FAVORS BEER
It has been worked out that at the
These statements and conclusions three-quarters of a second to think
Before Buying Any And All
commencement play.
Tryouts for
legal speed of 30 miles an hour or less
Travelling at 40 miles an hour the
Seeds
the cast have been held and: it will are vouched for toy the Massachusetts and act.
The sale of beer will bring Maine an
the average car with good brakes and
At 30 miles an hour a car is moving vehicle Ls making 59 feet per second.
[ be announced soon. The play is to be Registry of Motor Vehicles, which has
annual
revenue of 8390,000 State
lamps can be stopped within the range
In the matter of quality and
ef late been dipping into physics »nd 44 feet a second. If it takes three- It will move 120 feet after braking
directed by Prof. Rollins.
of its headlamps. But at faster than Senator William Blssett. estimated in
philosophy as a part of Its accident- quarters of a second for the driver to has begun, so that before it can bc
• *
* • •
reasonable prices you will Find
the legal limit the car will be well an address 'before the 13 Class Club
prevention campaign. Its studies get into action he will have travelled brought to a stop it will have covered
In
order
to
give
ample
opportunity
it pays to buy all seeds of a seed
within the danger zone before the ln Portland.
; for preparatory schools to enter dele- have led into dynamics, velocity ana 33 feet, or roughly over two car a total of 165 feet Which is the dan
Blssett said he favored sale of thc
house.
headlamps pick up a person or ob
i gates in the Lyford Speaking Contest, psychology and it has worked out and lengths before he can do anything. ger zone. As speed Increases the dis
beverage, both because of Its prospects
ject in Che path of the vehicle.
to be held May 5. thc final entry date reduced to understandable terms a If somebody steps in front of him in tance required to bring the car to a
for State income and as an attraction
POULTRY SUPPLIES ~ MEDS
MRM, OAIHY •nd
has been extended to May 1. So far, chart that it hopes will make an im that distance an accident is certain stop
becomes
disproportionately
for tourists.
L
“Who is that man over there snap
43 schools have registered, and it Ls pression upon the minds of all opera for the pedestrian who. on the aver greater. Thus at 60 miles an hour
The Portland senator is a former;
•
hoped that Rockland High School will tors of motor vehicles
age. is no quicker witted than the with 66 feet as the distance covered ping his fingers?"
resident ot Vinalhaven, and despite
take this opportunity to enroll two ! The way the Registry figures it out driver. At 40 miles an hour the car while the driver ls thinking the effec
“That's a deaf-mute with the hic blindness is conceded to be one of
f EM RAI «nd TEMPLE ATS..
PORTLAND MAINE
V this. Assuming that the averag? goes 45 feet, or around three car tual braking distance is 271 feet as coughs."—Pointer.
I speakers.
the legislative leaders.
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